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1 Please provide data for FY 2016-17 for the Limited Gaming table on page 9 of the briefing document.  
If possible, please provide estimates for FY 2017-18 and FY 2018-19.  Why do annual reports lag so 
much and what is the forecast? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         

 

Answer: The lag in the reporting of the audited statements is due to the timing of the 
statutorily required annual financial audit performed by the Office of the State Auditor.  
Typically, the audit is not completed until late November and the audited information is not 
available in time for this presentation.  

Please see the below chart. 
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FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY 2018-19
Limited Gaming Revenue $119,169,899 $119,818,529 $125,756,765
Commission/Division Expenses ($15,022,463) ($16,925,549) ($16,925,549)
Total Limited Gaming Distributions ($104,082,249) ($102,816,508) ($108,852,141)

Amendment 50 Distributions
Limited Gaming Counties (12 percent) $1,610,384 $1,357,178 $1,502,160
Limited Gaming Cities (10 percent) $1,341,986 $1,130,982 $1,251,800
Community College System (78 percent) $10,467,496 $8,821,656 $9,764,037
Total distributions - Amendment 50 $13,419,866 $11,309,816 $12,517,996

State Share Distributions (50 percent)
State General Fund $15,231,192 $15,653,346 $18,067,072
Local Government Gaming Impact Fund $5,000,000 $5,000,000 $5,000,000
Tourism Promotion Fund $15,000,000 $15,000,000 $15,000,000
Film Incentives Cash Fund $500,000 $500,000 $500,000
Bioscience Discovery Evaluation Grant Program $0 $0 $0
Advanced Industries Acceleration Cash Fund $5,500,000 $5,500,000 $5,500,000
Innovative Higher Ed Research Fund $2,100,000 $2,100,000 $2,100,000
Creative Industries Cash Fund $2,000,000 $2,000,000 $2,000,000
Total distributions - State Share $45,331,192 $45,753,346 $48,167,072

State Historical Fund Distribution (28 percent) $25,385,467 $25,621,874 $26,973,560

Limited Gaming Counties (12 percent)
Gilpin County $9,095,250 $9,179,951 $9,664,241
Teller County $1,784,236 $1,800,852 $1,895,856
Total distributions - Counties $10,879,486 $10,980,803 $11,560,097

Limited Gaming Cities (10 percent)
City of Black Hawk $6,792,426 $6,855,682 $7,217,355
Central City $786,949 $794,278 $836,180
City of Cripple Creek $1,486,863 $1,500,710 $1,579,880
Total distributions - Cities $9,066,238 $9,150,669 $9,633,414

LIMITED GAMING REVENUE, EXPENSES, AND DISTRIBUTIONS
LIMITED GAMING REVENUE, EXPENSES, AND DISTRIBUTIONS 

PROJECTED 
FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY 2018-19 

PROJECTED 
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2 The chart on page 5 of the briefing document shows hearings decreasing over time. Please provide 
an explanation or possible reasons for the decline in hearings. 

        

 

Answer: The Department of Revenue hearings division did experience an overall decrease in 
the number of hearings conducted annually during the period represented by the chart and 
graph above, from FY 2007-08 to FY 2015-16. This was due to two factors: staff turnover and 
internal procedural changes.  

Specifically, in 2015, the Hearings Division had significant turnover in hearings officers, 
which limited the number of hearings that could be scheduled. Also, a new process was 
implemented, requiring hearings officers to complete Administrative Procedure Act (APA) 
compliant “written orders” for each hearing held. These written orders require findings of 
fact, conclusions of law, and a final disposition of each matter before the hearing officer, and 
this requires additional time to prepare; therefore, fewer hearings could be scheduled.  

In addition, the division implemented an enhanced training process for all hearings officers, 
with the goals of ensuring that the due process rights of the driver are upheld and improving 
the consistency of the hearings division’s decisions. This has had a positive impact, resulting 
in a reduction in the number of the division’s decisions that are overturned at the District 
Court Appeals. 
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Despite the reduced number of hearings that were conducted each year during this time 
period, the hearings division consistently met all applicable statutory requirements.  

In FY 2016-17, which is not shown on the chart or graph above, the hearings division 
conducted 23,114 motor-vehicle-related hearings, which represents the highest number of 
DMV hearings held since FY 2010-11 and a reversal of the trend discussed above.  This 
uptick was a direct result of increased staffing—the division is now fully staffed, which allows 
more hearings to be held—as well as utilization of temporary employees. The division 
anticipates that it will hold approximately the same number of hearings in FY 2017-18 as it 
did in FY 2016-17, and intends to continue to use temporary employees and focus on filling 
staff vacancies quickly with the goal of maintaining this level of productivity in the future. 

3 Please describe the purpose of the current audit of Limited Gaming.  Is the audit addressing 
administration or expenses? 

Answer: This audit is the result of a request from the Joint Budget Committee for audit 
focusing on whether or not the rising costs of administering the Limited Gaming Program 
are reasonable. 

The Office of the State Auditor (SAO) held an entrance conference with representatives from 
the DOR and gaming division on November 13, 2017.  Since the entrance conference, the 
SAO has requested information from the gaming division and it has indicated it is 
conducting its preliminary field work to arrive at its focus on the audit.  As of December 22, 
2017, DOR has not received any indication of what that focus will be. 

4 The chart on page 7 of the briefing document shows driver's license suspensions decreasing.  Is the 
decrease related to changes in behavior or changes in enforcement?  Please provide an explanation 
or possible reasons for the decrease in suspensions. 
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Answer: The Department of Revenue Division of Motor Vehicle (DMV) is not able to identify 
any specific data to explain the decrease in suspensions over time, but can explain 
anecdotally the multisystem factors that may be impacting the decrease in driving 
suspension.  

The DMV participates in the Colorado Task Force for Drunk and Impaired Driving 
(CTFDID), which addresses the factors that impact overall driving safety. At a recent 
meeting, it was discussed that law enforcement believes that the high-risk age group 
between 18-30 years of age is utilizing services such as Uber and Lyft along with public 
transportation when they are planning to drink alcohol. This change in behavior is believed 
to be a factor in the reduced number of arrests for driving under the influence (DUI). 

In addition, there is a statewide effort that includes the Department of Revenue, Department 
of Public Safety, Department of Human Services, and the Department of Transportation to 
educate the public on issues related to driving risks. There are also active campaigns to 
educate the driving public on the risks of driving impaired or at high speeds, and the 
importance of using seatbelts. This media campaign, combined with the daily messages on 
the messaging boards on major highways reminding drivers to “Buckle Up” or obey various 
laws, is also believed to be changing behaviors. 

Along with the above-mentioned efforts to educate and inform the driving public is the high-
profile efforts by law enforcement to target driving issues, such as “Click it or Ticket” and 
DUI checkpoints during holidays or sporting events. This visibility is a constant reminder to 
the driving community that it is important to drive safely. 
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5 How much flexibility do we have on the use of the lottery fund distributions? Is there any flexibility 
in how we can use the constitutionally-established distributions beyond how they are currently 
being used?  Can GOCO distributions be used differently from just expanding open space?  Can 
GOCO distributions be used to support economic development projects related to outdoor 
recreation? 

Answer: Please see the memo below. 
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PRIVILEGED ATTORNEY-CLIENT MEMORANDUM 
 

TO: Michael Hartman 
 Executive Director, Colorado Department of Revenue 
 1375 Sherman Street, Room 410 
 Denver, CO 80203 
 
CC:  Eric Meyer 
 Deputy Attorney General, Revenue and Utilities Sections 

 
FROM: Jennifer Gilbert 
 Assistant Attorney General, Motor Vehicle and Enforcement Unit 
  
RE: Joint Budget Committee’s authority to use GOCO (Great Outdoors 

Colorado) distributions for activities beyond expanding open space. 
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PRIVILEGED ATTORNEY-CLIENT INFORMATION 
 
The Joint Budget Committee (“JBC”) has asked the Executive Director of 

Revenue whether the JBC has flexibility to distribute lottery funds in a manner 
different from current practice.1  

ISSUE 
 

Specifically, the JBC asks: 
 

How much flexibility do we have on the use of the 
lottery fund distributions? Is there any flexibility in how 
we can use the constitutionally-established distributions 
beyond how they are currently being used? Can GOCO 
distributions be used differently from just expanding 
open space? Can GOCO distributions be used to support 
economic development projects related to outdoor 
recreation? 
 

SHORT ANSWER 
 

The General Assembly’s primary authority to allocate Colorado lottery funds 
is limited by the Colorado Constitution, leaving little room for the JBC to 
allocate, appropriate or otherwise direct the use of GOCO trust funds. Its ability 
to allocate funds beyond acquiring or expanding open space is limited to: (1) 
capital improvements in those areas; (2) operations or maintenance of those 
areas when lottery funds were used for the projects’ acquisition or development; 
and, (3) control over net proceeds in excess of $35 million per year which are then 
placed into the general fund for allocation by the General Assembly. 
 

LEGAL BACKGROUND 
 

1 This memorandum does not address the General Assembly’s ability to indirectly manage 
lottery funds provided to separate state agencies via GOCO grants. 
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PRIVILEGED ATTORNEY-CLIENT INFORMATION 
 
The Colorado Constitution provides for the creation of a state-run lottery and 

requires that “all proceeds from the lottery, after deduction of prizes and 
expenses, shall be allocated to the conservation trust fund of the state for 
distribution to municipalities and counties for park, recreation, and open space 
purposes.” Colo. Const. art. 18, § 2(7).  

 
A state ballot initiative in 1992 asked voters to establish Great Outdoors 

Colorado (GOCO) to manage the trust fund. That initiative passed and was 
added in 1993 to the Colorado Constitution as article 27. The majority of 
permissions and restrictions on the allocation of trust funds are found in this 
article. 

 
Article 27 states that net proceeds are “set aside, allotted, allocated, and 

continuously appropriated” per its provisions. Colo. Const. art. 27, § 3(1). Net 
proceeds are all of the proceeds generated from any lottery game operated 
pursuant to article 18, § 2, after the costs for prizes, expenses, and sufficient 
resources to ensure operation of the lottery in the ensuing quarter are reserved or 
deducted. Colo. Const. art. 27, § 3(1); see § 33-60-102(1.5), C.R.S. (adopting and 
restating the constitutional definition for “net lottery proceeds”). 

 
Article 27 accounts for 100 percent of the net lottery proceeds up to $35 

million. Colo. Const. art. 27, § 7(b)(III). The Conservation Trust Fund receives 40 
percent of the net proceeds for distribution to municipalities and counties and 
other eligible entities for parks, recreation, and open space. Colo. Const. art. 27, § 
3(1)(b)(I). An additional 10 percent of the proceeds is allocated directly to the 
Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation “for the acquisition, development and 
improvement of new and existing state parks, recreation areas and recreational 
trails.” Colo. Const. art. 27, § 3(1)(b)(II).   

 
The remaining proceeds up to $35 million per year, adjusted for the consumer 

price index-Denver, go to the Board of the Trust Fund. Colo. Const. art. 27, § 
3(1)(b)(III). If there are proceeds in excess of $35 million, that amount is allocated 
to the state’s general fund. Colo. Const. art. 27, § 3(1)(b)(III).  
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PRIVILEGED ATTORNEY-CLIENT INFORMATION 
 
In addition to the up to $35 million in net proceeds per year, the trust fund 

also receives all interest derived from money held in the trust and any property 
donated to the state specifically to benefit the trust fund, including contributions, 
grants, gifts, bequests, donations, and federal, state, or local grants. Colo. Const. 
art. 27, § 3(2)(a), (b). The general assembly may also allocate money to the trust 
fund. Colo. Const. art. 27, § 3(2)(c).  

 
Any money deposited in the trust is to remain in the trust for use toward the 

purposes of article 27 and is not to be made subject to any other tax, charge, fee 
or restriction. Colo. Const. art. 27, § 4.  Colo. Const. art. 27, § 5(2) provides that 
all funds provided to state agencies are deemed to be custodial in nature and the 
expenditure of those funds is not subject to legislative appropriation or 
restriction.   

 
The GOCO Trust Fund Board directs the disbursements from the trust. Colo. 

Const. art. 27, § 6(2)(a). As part of the Board’s duties, it publishes and distributes 
an annual report to parties including the General Assembly that sets out the 
administration of funds for the past year and the objectives and budget for the 
upcoming year. Colo. Const. art. 27, § 6(2)(c). The Board must consult with the 
General Assembly from “time to time” regarding objectives and budget. Id. The 
Board is not a state agency and its “organization, powers, revenues and expenses 
shall not be affected by any order or resolution of the general assembly” except 
for as constitutionally provided. Colo. Const. art. 27, § 6(3). 

 
Article 27 supersedes any provision of Article 18, § 2 that is contrary. Colo. 

Const. Art. 27 § 11. It also supersedes any other contrary provision of law. Id.  
 
The General Assembly has recognized its lack of authority to manage trust 

expenditures, stating that Colorado Constitution article 27 “provides for 
unrestricted expenditure of such moneys by the trust fund board for the 
preservation, protection, enhancement, and management of the state’s wildlife, 
park, river, trial, and open space heritage.” § 33-60-105, C.R.S. The General 
Assembly restricted the use of general fund money to fund necessary or  
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PRIVILEGED ATTORNEY-CLIENT INFORMATION 
 
incidental management costs related to distributions from the GOCO fund unless 
otherwise approved by the assembly. Id.    

 
The General Assembly’s control over the allocation of net proceeds must 

derive from Colo. Const. art. 27, § 3. The 10 percent allocation per quarter can be 
spent by the Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation, now the Division of Parks 
and Wildlife, for the “acquisition, development, and improvement of new and 
existing state parks, recreation areas and recreational trails.” Colo. Const. art. 
27, § 3(1)(b)(II). This is mirrored by statute, except to replace the Division of 
Parks and Outdoor Recreation with the current name, Division of Parks and 
Wildlife. § 33-60-104(1)(b), C.R.S.  However, Colo. Const. art. 27, § 5(2) provides 
that the funds provided to Division of Parks and Wildlife are custodial in nature 
and the expenditure of those funds is not subject to legislative direction, 
appropriation, or restriction.  See Colo. Const. art. 27, § 5(2). 

 
Capital improvement projects are permitted by the final statutory provision 

governing the Division of Parks and Wildlife’s ability to spend GOCO funds, 
section 24-35-210(4.1)(c), C.R.S.: 

 
[Net proceeds available to the division of parks and 
wildlife] shall be appropriated and expended for the 
acquisition and development of new state parks, new 
state recreation areas, or new recreational trails, for the 
expansion of existing state parks, state recreation areas, 
or recreational trails, or for capital improvements of both 
new and existing state parks, state recreation areas, or 
recreational trails. Except as provided in section 33-60-
105, C.R.S., in addition to appropriation for the 
division’s capital construction budget, said lottery money 
may be appropriated for the division’s operating budget 
for expenditures attributable to the maintenance and 
operation of state parks, state recreation areas, or 
recreational trails, or any portions thereof, that have 
been acquired or developed with lottery money.  
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PRIVILEGED ATTORNEY-CLIENT INFORMATION 
 
§ 24-35-210(4.1)(c), C.R.S. (emphasis added). Section 33-60-105, C.R.S., 
provides that money derived from user fees and other revenue sources 
generated from programs and facilities funded by the GOCO trust fund 
will be placed in a parks and outdoor recreation cash fund. While derived 
from programs funded by GOCO, that money cannot be characterized as 
“lottery proceeds” and is, thus, subject to annual appropriation by the 
General Assembly. § 33-60-105, C.R.S.  
 

ANALYSIS 
 

The GOCO Trust Board maintains discretion over the vast majority of the 
appropriations of net lottery proceeds, foreclosing exercise of discretion by the 
JBC, with three narrow exceptions.   

 
 First, the Treasurer allocates 10 percent of net proceeds that are 

dispersed to the Division of Parks and Wildlife pursuant to the 
constitution in accord with article 27, section 3.   

 
 Second, any funds derived from GOCO funded projects, but not 

received directly from GOCO, within the parks and wildlife system 
may be allocated pursuant to § 33-60-105, C.R.S.  For example, this 
would include entry fees to state parks where the state park was 
purchased with GOCO funds.  

 
 Third, any net proceeds in excess of $35 million per year are placed 

into the general fund for allocation by the General Assembly.  
 

Aside from these funds, the trust board controls all net proceeds with the 
only requirement being that the board makes an annual accounting to the public, 
including the General Assembly, and consults with the General Assembly from 
time to time on the board’s objectives and budget. Colo. Const. art. 27, § 6(2)(c).  

 
As for the funds that the Division of Parks and Wildlife receives directly from 

the net proceeds, the available allocations are constitutionally limited. The funds  
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PRIVILEGED ATTORNEY-CLIENT INFORMATION 
 
may be used only by the Division of Parks and Wildlife to acquire, develop, or 
improve new or existing state parks, recreation areas or recreational trails. Colo. 
Const. art. 27, § 3(1)(b)(II). This is further explained in statute, where it permits 
those funds to be used for capital improvement projects of new and existing state 
parks, state recreation areas, or recreational trails. § 24-35-210(4.1)(c), C.R.S.  

 
The second pertinent portion of this statute provides for the division’s 

operating expenses. It states that the expenditures attributable to the 
maintenance and operation of the state parks, state recreation areas, or 
recreational trails or any portions thereof are also within costs that may be 
covered by the 10-percent net proceeds allocation so long as the project was 
developed or acquired with lottery funds. § 24-35-210(4.1)(c), C.R.S. Under this 
provision, the Department of Parks and Wildlife may use a portion of the net 
proceeds to maintain or operate projects when lottery money was involved at a 
prior point in the project’s development or acquisition. The statute does not state 
whether the project must have been entirely developed or acquired with net 
proceeds, or whether a portion of the project being developed or acquired would 
be enough to qualify for this exception. 

 
Thus, the General Assembly may purchase and expand land for open space, 

but it may also use funds derived from the net proceeds for capital improvements 
at those areas. § 24-35-210(4.1)(c), C.R.S. So long as lottery funds were used to 
acquire or develop the project, the allocation to the Division of Parks and Wildlife 
can also be used for maintenance or operations.  

 
If the operations or maintenance of one of those projects involved economic 

development related to outdoor recreation, this could potentially fit within the 
permissible use for the net proceeds. The funding would have to be used in accord 
with the general purposes outlined in article 27, which include protecting, 
preserving, managing, and enhancing wildlife, park, river, trail, and open space 
heritage. Colo. Const. art. 27 § 1(1).  Any use would further be constrained to 
economic development closely related to state parks, state recreation areas or  
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PRIVILEGED ATTORNEY-CLIENT INFORMATION 
 
recreation trails or portions thereof that have been acquired or developed with 
lottery money.  See § 24-35-210(4.1)(c), 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The Joint Budget Committee’s power to allocate lottery net proceeds is 

constitutionally and statutorily curtailed. Any ability it has to expand its 
dispersion of funds beyond acquiring or expanding open space is limited to (1) 
capital improvements in those areas; (2) operations or maintenance of those 
areas when lottery funds were used for the projects acquisition or development; 
and (3) control over net proceeds in excess of $35 million per year which are then 
placed into the general fund for allocation by the General Assembly. 

 

 

6 The Department's R4 request is for additional funding for Liquor Enforcement Division compliance 
and enforcement operations.  Please give an overview of the history of this request as it may relate 
to legislation pursued last year.  Does this request satisfy the Department's needs as they relate to 
last year's legislation?  Does it require a bill? 
 

Answer: CDOR has a legislative proposal and a decision item request this year that are 
similar to the requests made last year. 

The decision item before JBC this year is a request to have adequate spending authority for 
investigators to travel to festivals and events across the state with the goal of preventing the 
sale and consumption of alcohol by minors. Current funding for operating expenses is 
insufficient to support travel to remote locations and to adequately staff enforcement 
operations at concerts, sporting events, and other venues across the state. Liquor 
Enforcement Division participation is usually at the request of local law enforcement 
agencies that have limited staff and need LED's assistance at these larger events to help 
ensure public safety. Legislation is not needed for this decision item.  

The CDOR legislative proposal is to authorize the State Licensing Authority (SLA) to 
establish and adopt a renewal application fee for liquor licenses through the rulemaking 
process - similar to that of our other enforcement divisions. The substantial decrease in new 
applications following the passage of SB16-197 demonstrated a significant problem with the 
LED fee structure. The new application fee, which is one of the few fees not set in statute, 
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currently funds more than 60% of LED operations. This fee has been fluid. In January 2015, 
the fee was decreased to $600 to achieve compliance with CRS 24-75-402; in July 2016 it 
was raised to $920 to stabilize the fund after spending down the balance; and in January 
2017 it was raised to $1950 as part of the strategy to mitigate the 25% decrease in new 
applications after SB16-197 passed. Establishing the renewal application fee to the existing 
fee schedule would be revenue neutral, and would allow the cost of regulation to be spread 
across the industry instead of relying predominantly on new application fees. Current 
estimates conclude that establishing a $100 renewal application fee (paid by roughly 13,000 
licensees) would allow a $500 decrease in the new application fee, assuming that all current 
revenue conditions stay the same. The proposal this year differs in that we will also seek to 
change statute to allow for online license renewals. Statute currently requires the SLA to 
notify the licensee by mail of their upcoming expiration. Industry has been supportive of 
both concepts but last year’s bill, sponsored by JBC (Hamner/Moreno) died in Senate 
Finance committee late in the session.  

Legislation is required. 

 

7 Please describe how changes made in the federal tax bill will impact Colorado revenue and 
taxpayers.  Please provide a timeline of effects over the next several years related to the changes. 

Answer: The Federal tax reform amends the Internal Revenue Code to reduce tax rates, and 
modifies policies, exemptions, credits, and deductions for individuals and businesses. The 
modifications to policies, exemptions and deductions consequently result in a net increase to 
Federal taxable income. This means that Colorado tax revenue will increase 
primarily due to increases in Federal taxable income (the basis for Colorado income 
tax calculations). Preliminary revenue impacts estimates are summarized in Exhibit 1 below. 
Please note that the caveats section at the end of this memo calls out variables that cause 
high volatility to our model that could result in material differences to what is presented in 
Exhibit 1.  

Exhibit 1 – Preliminary Estimated Colorado Impacts of State Revenue from the Tax 
Cuts and Jobs Act (Millions of Dollars)  2 

 

 

 

 

2 The caveats section at the end of this memo calls out variables that cause high volatility to our model that 
could results in material differences to what is presented in Exhibit 1. 
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As a reference point for these increases, the total net income tax collections in fiscal year 
2017 were $6,751M for individuals and $529M for corporations and partnerships (CDOR 
Annual Report, 2017). 

 

Highlights 

• Our preliminary model indicates that Colorado tax revenue will increase primarily 
due to increases in Federal taxable income (the basis for Colorado income tax 
calculations) due to the repeal of many federal tax deductions.  

• The Federal income tax rate changes will reduce the amount of Federal income tax 
collected, but these changes will not impact Colorado. Colorado will only see reductions to 
state tax rates if Colorado passes legislative changes. 

• Repealing the individual healthcare mandate will not directly impact 
Colorado taxable income; however, it will impact future healthcare service 
expenditures in Colorado.  

• Individual Income tax provisions with sunset dates contribute a large share of the 
decreasing rate in additional tax revenues in future years (starting in 2026). 

 

Methodology 

Our analysis focuses on the impact of changes to Federal deductions from income, because 
the starting point for Colorado income tax calculation is Federal Taxable Income (not 
Adjusted Gross Income). Credits are applied to tax liability (not taxable income) and 
changes to Federal credits do not necessarily affect Colorado credits. We 
therefore assumed that the impact of credits was de minimus. 

To get the net Colorado revenue impact, we selected the individual and corporate line items 
in the latest Joint Committee on Taxation’s (JCT) revenue estimates for the Tax Cuts and 
Job Act that are most likely to affect Colorado tax revenue, and summed up the estimated 
values.  

Our analysis used two different methods to estimate the Colorado revenue impact. The first 
method uses the latest Federal revenue estimates from the Joint Committee on Taxation 
(JCT, 12/18/2017). We estimated Federal income from the JCT amounts for individuals by 
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dividing by the average individual Federal effective tax rate (19.5 percent)3. Similarly, we 
estimated Federal income from the JCT amounts for businesses by dividing by the average 
business Federal effective tax rate (29.2 percent)4. Next, we estimated Colorado’s share of 
Federal income by applying the current ratio of Colorado gross domestic product (GDP) to 
national GDP (ratio is 1.73 percent)5. Finally, we estimated Colorado tax revenue impacts by 
multiplying by our income tax rate of 4.63%.  

The second method merges the JCT estimates described in the first methodology with 
estimates based on Colorado filing data when available. Year 2015 Colorado filing data 
blended with IRS filing data was used for individual line items. Specifically, Colorado data 
was used to estimate the modification to the standard deduction, repeal of the personal 
exemptions, repeal of several itemized deductions, repeal of the exclusion for employer-
provided qualified moving expenses, and the repeal of the Individual Alternative Minimum 
Tax. 2015 filing data was grown using the year-over-year percent changes to JCT estimates 
by line item. The preliminary revenue impacts estimates summarized in Exhibit 1 are 
outputs using this second method. 

To estimate the impact from the changes to the standard deduction and the itemized 
deductions we modeled each 2015 tax filer and how they would file under the new bill. The 
modeled output compares the difference between what each taxpayer would be gaining or 
losing based on the tax law changes. For example, a single person who would have 
previously claimed itemized deductions for $10,000 may now switch and claim a standard 
deduction instead with an amount of $12,000 under the new law, for a calculated net change 
of $2,000 (before the 4.63% tax calculation for the Colorado revenue impact). In this 
example, there is a decrease to Colorado tax revenue. However, when all the modifications 
are factored together, the total annual impact is an increase in Colorado tax revenue.  

Caveats 

There are several caveats to our preliminary estimates. First, JCT has not published Federal 
revenue estimates on the final Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. Second, our method of estimating 
Colorado’s share of the JCT Federal estimates may not fully characterize the impacts to 
Colorado revenue. For example, some individuals pay Federal income tax but not Colorado 
income tax. Third, the JCT estimates are not necessarily representative of Colorado’s tax 
filers. Last, our analysis does not include every item estimated by the JCT. Only items that 
were expected to affect Colorado taxable income were included. Other items potentially 
could be included for a more conservative perspective. 

3 This average individual federal tax rate was calculated using information from the 2015 Internal Revenue 
Service’s Statistics of Income Individual Table 3.4. 
4 This average business federal tax rate was calculated using information from the 2013 Internal Revenue 
Service’s Statistics of Income Corporate Table 1. 
5 Colorado GDP to national GDP was calculated from Bureau of Economic Analysis GDP data. 
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Sensitivity analysis was conducted on the key assumptions and policy changes and 
deductions that were substituted with Colorado filing data. Over the entire fiscal year 2018 
through 2027 time period, the cumulative total revenue changes slightly with the 
introduction of different average individual tax rates, average business Federal tax rates, 
and/or Colorado’s share of Federal income. Interchanging Colorado filing data with one or 
multiple JCT estimates have significant effects to our model’s outputs. For example, utilizing 
the JCT estimates for the Individual Alternative Minimum Tax changes, our model’s total 
revenue estimates would change from increasing Colorado tax revenue to decreasing it for 
both fiscal years 2019 and 2020. 

 

8 Please provide an update on the DRIVES system implementation. 

Answer: The DRIVES system implementation is proceeding on schedule with less than 7 
months until the roll-out of the second phase of the project in August 2018. This second roll-
out will replace the Colorado State Titling and Registration System (CSTARS) which has 
been in place since 1985.  

Configuration of the FAST DS/VS (Driver Service/Vehicle Service) software is nearly 
complete with State and County employees joining the project team in early 2018 to begin 
testing and prepare for training fellow employees on the new system. All future users of the 
system will begin computer-based training modules in February.  

A significant effort has been undertaken to ensure all future users as well as those who 
manage them are informed about the features the new system will offer. Demonstrations 
have been provided to employees in all 64 counties and the State’s DMV Title and 
Registration section. Weekly electronic updates and monthly publications have been made 
available since August to keep state and county employees aware of the project’s progress. 

The Department, DMV, and DRIVES teams will be providing additional information at the 
upcoming Colorado County Clerks Association Winter Conference in January. This will be 
followed by attendance at each of the regional conferences later in the spring.  

Established in April 2016, the County Governance Committee and its five working groups 
have been meeting to evaluate and decide which configuration of the new system is best to 
meet the needs of the State and all Counties. The governance committee meets twice a 
month and the working groups meet various times from once a week to as needed.  

The first phase of the project was successfully implemented on February 21, 2017. The FAST 
DS/VS software has performed extremely well, exceeding all contractual performance 
standards. The support provided by the vendor is in compliance with the contract and the 
managers and employees using the system remain very positive regarding it.  

There were issues impacting the new system shortly after implementation. The card vendor’s 
interface proved incapable of handling the exchange of photographs with the new DRIVES 
system, which caused disruption of service in offices until the service was modified to run 
only on weekends. Another issue arose in May with the firewalls between the State’s network 
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and the card production vendor. The intermittent condition created short outages at various 
offices across the State for several months. While a dedicated team was assembled to identify 
the cause of the problem and develop a resolution, it took over six weeks to make the 
correction. Since this firewall issue has been resolved, the interface with the card vendor and 
DRIVES has worked satisfactorily.  

OIT has identified a long-term solution to provide increased reliability in the network 
between the State and the card vendor. Replacement of the State’s firewalls with a newer 
version is being tested and will be implemented early next year.  

All DMV driver services managers and employees using the DRIVES system give it high 
marks and are very positive about the new software.  Staff has been impressed by how easy 
the system is to learn and maneuver in order to complete their specific functions. The 
efficiencies in training have allowed the staff to learn multiple functions in the system and to 
have access to the complete driver record, which often enables the employee to provide “one-
contact resolution” to the customers. Overall, efficiencies are being gained and customer 
service is improving. 

The majority of employees have responded positively to the DRIVES system. There has been 
some attrition of long-term employees attributed to process changes brought on by DRIVES. 
With new hires, very minimal attrition has been identified with the system as the underlying 
cause. With the new system, a very proactive training and communications plan combined 
with an intuitive system makes it possible for new hires to easily learn and master it. 
DRIVES is also better suited to the increasing millennial workforce who are familiar with an 
intuitive, windows-based solution, rather than an outdated DOS-based system that few 
millennials understand or have ever seen.  

The DRIVES system implementation yielded several process efficiencies and customer 
enhancements. The intuitive nature of the software has allowed for a shorter employee 
training period. The shorter software training period allows for additional classes and topics 
to be added to the 40-hour training syllabus, to include: exceptional customer service, role 
play for voter registration, statutory questions and conflict management. Enhancements via 
DRIVES to help employees better serve the residents of Colorado as viewed by the various 
driver services organizations within the DMV include: 

Driver License 

• DRIVES has integrated interfaces with our verification partners to verify documents 
faster and reduce the customers’ total in-office duration time.  

• The new online interfaces have tools to help customers determine what they need to 
bring to an office and be able to start their application online. This helps to reduce 
customer in-office duration time. 

• Pre-registration is available for applicants in a third-party tester office, which 
provides the opportunity for customers to start their transaction prior to arriving at 
the office.  This helps to reduce customer in-office duration time.  

• It is much easier and quicker to associate exams from third-party testers to the 
customer in DRIVES.  This will reduce data input for license examiners and helps to 
reduce customer in-office duration time. 
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• Customers who are missing documentation to be issued a credential now receive a 
more robust and personalized notice of incomplete application.  This results in fewer 
customers returning to a Driver License Office (DLO) multiple times. 

• The ability to pay reinstatement fees is now online, whereas customers previously 
had to mail-in their payment or visit a DLO in person. 

• System changes that are required by either process improvement or legislative 
requirements are able to be completed much faster.  

• DRIVES provides real-time updates to Motor Vehicle Records, which improves 
customer service. 

Driver Control 

• The DRIVES system allows for real-time corrections to driving records allowing for 
first contact resolutions when driving record issues are identified.  

• With the implementation of DRIVES there have been increased opportunities for 
drivers/customers to access e-services.  

• Drivers now have opportunity to pay citations, complete reinstatement applications, 
pay reinstatement fees, and request driving records without having to come into a 
DMV office.  

DMV Investigations Unit 

• The most recognized and acknowledged improvement by staff is the ability to audit 
user activity in real time and historically. Audit trails maintain a record of system 
activity both by system and application processes and by user activity of systems and 
applications.  The new tools and procedures afforded by the DRIVES system provide 
investigators much improved pro-active ability in detecting security violations, 
performance problems, and potential fraud. 

• Many processes have been automated. Elimination of manual procedures has 
reduced errors and established consistency for data entered into the system. This has 
been extremely valuable to investigators when using this data for prosecutorial 
purposes. 

• The system has integrated the investigations case management system directly into 
DRIVES and has eliminated entering case information into multiple systems. This 
affords investigators more time to actually work on cases.   

• Increased efficiency between investigations and other DMV sections has improved 
significantly with the ability to send Action requests to sections through DRIVES 
without having to complete a paper form.  

• Fraud reporting electronically from Driver License Offices using DRIVES is more 
efficient 

• Collecting statistics will be easier once they are defined in DRIVES. 

Finally, the new DRIVES system implementation for driver services offers 11 new online 
services.  Customers are now able to exchange a driver license for an identification card (ID), 
request a driver record, pay a reinstatement fee, upload reinstatement documents, 
reschedule a hearing, view or submit a medical certificate and if eligible extend an expiration 
date, all online.  Additionally, customers can begin an application for a new driver license or 
ID, which reduces the amount of time they spend in an office. 
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9 Please provide an update on Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV) leased space expansion and upgrade 
activities.  Please provide an overview of DMV metrics that speak to document processing and 
customer activity volume and wait times. 

Answer: The DMV has two offices that were appropriated funds in FY 2017-18 for expansion, 
Colorado Springs and Northglenn, and one office, Fort Morgan, approved for relocation.  

Colorado Springs has a 3,644 square foot expansion approved and negotiated with the 
current landlord. The construction of this expansion is estimated to be complete in May 
2018, and the existing office will be expanded to 13,219 square feet.  

Northglenn was planned for an approximate 3,500 square foot expansion; however, the 
space offered by the existing landlord is cost prohibitive. DMV is now exploring the option of 
opening an additional ~3,500 square foot office located in Westminster to serve the local 
population. The Department has submitted an FY 2018-19 budget amendment for the 
additional FTE needed to appropriately staff a secondary location. The original intent when 
the lease funding request was submitted was to expand square footage at the existing 
location thereby gaining economies of scale by not needing to add office management staff. 
Now that a secondary location is the only remaining option, the usual office staff will be 
needed. If this option is approved, build-out construction can be completed approximately 
four to five months after lease signing.  

DOR is currently coordinating with real estate brokers and has identified a tentative location 
to relocate the existing Fort Morgan office this fiscal year.  

Current upgrade activities include the Aurora, Glenwood Springs and Boulder offices. 
Aurora’s new lease was recently executed and includes a remodel of the office, which is 
estimated to be complete in May 2018. A new larger office location has been identified for 
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the Glenwood Springs office. Negotiations with the landlord are underway; if approved, the 
new Glenwood Springs office could be ready for operations in July 2018. The DOR is 
working with the landlord to amend the existing lease for the Boulder office in its current 
location. 

In FY 2016-17, lease agreements were completed for seven offices including: Salida, 
Loveland, Craig, Westgate, La Junta, Longmont and Frisco.  Six offices are currently in lease 
holdover – Denver Northeast, Montrose, Lamar, Fort Morgan, Boulder and Glenwood 
Springs – although Fort Morgan, Boulder and Glenwood Springs will likely be out of 
holdover by the end of the fiscal year. 

The primary DMV metric that speaks to document processing, customer activity volume, 
and wait times is the annual increase in customers served and documents issued.  Since FY 
2013-14, which is when the DMV began tracking customer wait times, credentials issued 
annually by the DMV have increased from 1.3 million to nearly 1.5 million, an 11% increase.  
Based on the first five months of FY 2017-18 data, it is estimated that 1.6 million credentials 
will be issued, an increase of 23% since FY 2012-13. During this same period, the DMV was 
able to reduce the initial wait time, the time from arrival to being called to the counter, from 
34 minutes to just over 14 minutes, cutting the wait time by more than half. Please see below 
chart. DOR and DMV are also currently revising the customer wait metric to a full customer 
experience metric that measure not only the initial wait time, but the entire duration a 
customer is in a Driver License office. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(*) FY 2017-18 total credentials produced is an estimate based on the first five months of actual credentials produced in FY 
2017-18; FY 2017-18 wait times are actual wait times through November 2017 

 

FY 2013-14 FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 
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2:45-3:00 BREAK 

 

3:00-3:40 SEVERANCE TAX REVENUE AND REFUNDS 

 
Presenters:  

• Michael Hartman, Executive Director 
• Heidi Humphreys, Deputy Director 

 
10 Provide more detail on severance tax refunds already made in FY 2016-17 and FY 2017-18. 

Specifically, by month, how much of the refunds are: 
a. directly related to the BP America decision; 
b. indirectly related to the BP America decision, i.e., new filings that make deductions for all 

transportation and processing costs; and 
c. regular refunds that would have been made regardless of the outcome of BP America? 

 

Answer: The Department of Revenue’s estimated amount of Severance Tax refunds related 
to the Supreme Court Opinion has not materially changed from the updates provided to the 
Committee over the past eighteen months. The projection for amended activity related to the 
Supreme Court Opinion has remained virtually the same ranging, in total, from $100 million 
to $120 million.  

The large spike in refund totals that occurred in FY 2016-17 was largely due to ad valorem 
credits, not the Supreme Court Opinion. This was shared during the Department’s briefing 
to the JBC on August 1, 2016 and in the September 20, 2016 update memo to the 
Committee. The Department has shared updates including the known, pending cases in the 
Taxation Conferee’s Office which have not changed, and the unknown, estimated refund 
activity of potential amended returns based on the best information available to the 
Department. 

The Department has continued to provide updates of the most current information that is 
available. The Department has no authority or control over companies related to the timing 
of submitted returns or amended returns which create a high level of difficulty in projecting 
future refunds.  

There have been several variables over this time period that have affected both the gross 
realized revenue and the refund estimates. These variables include a timing delay of 
companies that have not yet filed amended returns related to the Supreme Court Opinion, 
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the shift of allowable years that are still available to be amended, fluctuations in industry 
production and commodity prices, and the impact of ad valorem credits which lower the tax 
liability of companies. Despite several outreach and stakeholder efforts, the Department 
does not have information on what companies are intending to file, if anything, as far as 
amended returns.  

Below are tables of severance tax activity for FY 2016-17 and year-to-date for FY 2017-18. 
Without auditing each tax return individually, the Department cannot discern how much of 
the total refunds are attributable to the Supreme Court Opinion, ad valorem credits, or other 
factors. 
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11 Discuss the Department’s confidence that refunds over the next 18 months will total $72.5 million. 
Provide any clarity to the timing of refunds by fiscal year. 
 
Answer: Below is a memo that was distributed in November 2017 outlining the current 
status of Severance Tax collections, refunds, and pending activity that is known at this time. 
The current estimate of potential refunds in the amount of $72.5 million is a large remaining 
part of the original estimate of approximately $120 million. Other severance tax refund 
activity is related to different factors, such as ad valorem credits. 
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12 Discuss any other observations of severance tax activity that will inform the budget preparation for 
FY 2017-18 and FY 2018-19.  
 
Answer: The Department of Revenue does not have any further observations that would 
inform the budget preparation for FY 2017-18 and FY 2018-19 beyond what is reported in the 
responses above.  DOLA and DNR may have additional insight into the economic conditions 
of the severance industry that may help to inform the budget. 
 
 

13 Explain how both state and local taxes are paid on a typical oil & gas well and the impact of when the 
property tax is taken in later years.  

Answer: An oil and gas producer would be potentially subject to various taxes on its income 
and business activities. 

Property taxes 

Property taxes are administered at the county level, not by the Department of Revenue. These 
taxes include: 

● County Ad Valorem Tax: a form of property tax assessed on 87.5% of the selling price of 
oil and gas sold in the preceding year. 
 
● County Property Tax: on machinery, equipment and buildings. 
 

Income taxes 

Net income generated by oil and gas producers is subject to the generally applicable state 
income tax. 

Sales/use taxes 

Generally, because most oil and gas production occurs within an enterprise zone, most 
equipment purchased by oil and gas companies used in production is exempt from sales tax 
per a state exemption on manufacturing machinery. Not all locals allow this exemption and 
not all production is within enterprise zones. Thus, some equipment is still subject to local 
sales taxes and some (non-enterprise-zone) equipment is subject to both state and local sales 
tax. 

 Other items purchased by oil and gas producers are generally subject to state and local 
sales/use taxes. 
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Severance tax 

The state of Colorado imposes a specific severance tax on income derived from the extraction 
of oil and gas. This tax is assessed at the rates below: 

Colorado Gross Oil and Gas Income Colorado Severance Tax Rate 

Under $25,000 2% of Gross Income 

$25,000 - $99,999 $500 plus 3% of the excess over $24,999 

$100,000 - $299,999 $2,750 plus 4% of the excess over $99,999 

$300,000 and over $10,750 plus 5% of the excess over $299,999 

  

Severance tax exemptions and credits: 

● Stripper well exemption 
Oil and gas production from “stripper wells” is exempt from severance tax. This includes oil 
from a well that produces 15 barrels or less of crude oil per day or gas from a well that 
produces 90,000 cubic feet or less of gas per day, for the average of all producing days during 
the taxable year. 

● Ad valorem deduction 
Ad valorem property taxes are noted above in the “Property taxes” section. Severance 
taxpayers are allowed to deduct 87.5% of ad valorem taxes paid or assessed on actual oil or 
gas production. Taxpayers are not entitled to any deduction for other property taxes paid. 

 

14 There are more issues affecting the severance tax revenue than the BP case.  How does the lag in 
property tax collection affect the severance tax?  Explain how the increase in local government 
special districts is affecting the collection of property tax and that overall effect on severance tax 
revenue for the state.  

Answer: The ad valorem credit is based on taxes assessed during the taxable year in the case 
of accrual-basis taxpayers, or paid during the taxable year in the case of cash-basis taxpayers. 
This results in a delay between the year of production, giving rise to the original ad valorem 
tax and the severance tax year for which the credit is taken. For accrual taxpayers, the lag is 
effectively one year. In the case of cash-basis taxpayers, this can result in a lag where the ad 
valorem tax credit generated by a given year’s production is applied against severance tax 
production two years later. 
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If a well experiences volatility in production, this can dramatically affect severance tax 
collections. For example, a well may produce large volumes in its first several years but then 
production can decline rapidly. A taxpayer may not have any ad valorem credit in the early 
high-production years, particularly if they use a cash-based accounting system. Therefore, a 
taxpayer may be paying a large amount of both ad valorem tax and state severance tax during 
those initial years. However, once the ad valorem credit is available, it is possible that this 
relatively higher credit may be taken against a year with much lower production. 

 
15 Colorado is unique because it allows local governments to levy taxes that are essentially a local 

severance tax, what is the impact of the credit against the local property tax?  

Answer: As noted previously, the Department of Revenue does not administer property tax 
and cannot effectively speak to how an increase in special districts affects property tax 
administration. However, it is clear that any increase in ad valorem property taxes resulting 
from new special districts will result in a decrease in state severance tax revenue. As a 
taxpayer’s ad valorem taxes increase, their severance tax liability will decrease based on the 
ad valorem credit. 

This can be seen most clearly at the county level. Specifically, particular counties that impose 
higher property taxes generate more tax revenue for their county, but in turn reduce the 
amount of revenue paid into the state severance tax fund. The state severance tax fund is used 
by the Colorado Department of Natural Resources and Department of Local Affairs to address 
the environmental and local community impacts of the oil and gas industry. 

  

16 Please explain the scope of the BP decision. 

Answer: In April of 2016, the Colorado State Supreme Court ruled that a company could 
deduct the cost of capital from revenue generated by natural gas extraction, thus reducing the 
company’s tax liability. In the case, brought by the BP America Production Company, BP 
cited the language of the relevant statue, which permits a deduction for “any transportation, 
manufacturing, and processing costs borne by the taxpayer.” The Department of Revenue 
originally denied the cost of capital deduction and concluded that the statute permits a 
deduction only for transportation and processing costs actually paid out of pocket. However, 
the Supreme Court issued an opinion in favor of BP, concluding that the statute’s use of the 
word “any” means that essentially all costs relating to transportation, manufacturing, and 
processing are deductible, even if they are theoretical, and that the cost of capital is such a 
cost.  

In response, the Department engaged stakeholders in the process of updating the 
Department’s severance tax regulations to reflect the  Supreme Court opinion. The 
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Department published the revised regulations earlier this year with an effective date of 
November 1, 2017.  

The dollar impact of the Supreme Court opinion cannot be definitively determined. The 
Department has made an effort to project future severance tax refunds based on the best 
available information.  The Department has no authority or control over companies related to 
the timing of submitted returns or amended returns. This results in a high level of difficulty 
in projecting future refunds. Generally, all severance tax refunds take into account any 
available deductions (such as those addressed in the Supreme Court opinion) AND any 
applicable ad valorem credits. Without auditing each tax return individually, the Department 
cannot discern how much of the total refunds are attributable to the Supreme Court Opinion, 
ad valorem credits, or other factors. 

 

3:40-4:30 MARIJUANA POLICY 

 
Presenters:  

• Michael Hartman, Executive Director 
• Heidi Humphreys, Deputy Director 

 

17 Describe the current rate of total state taxation on marijuana products, including the 15.0 percent 
excise tax, the 15.0 percent special sales tax, and the 2.9 percent general sales tax. Please 
differentiate the rates of total state taxation of retail marijuana and medical marijuana products. 
 
Answer: 
 

 
 
Note:  Excise tax is imposed on the first sale or transfer of unprocessed marijuana from a 
retail cultivator to a retail store or a manufacturing infused products (MIP) facility. 

 
 
 

Medical Marijuana Retail Marijuana
State Sales Tax 2.90% 0%
Retail Marijuana Special Sales Tax 0% 15%
Excise Tax 0% 15%

2.9% 
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18 Identify the jurisdictions that currently impose and collect local excise or local sales taxes on 
marijuana products. For each jurisdiction, specify the applicable rate(s) of taxation. 
 
Answer: The Department of Revenue does not maintain a list of local jurisdiction retail 
marijuana tax rates.  Statutorily, local jurisdictions that choose to impose their own retail 
marijuana-specific taxes are required to administer those taxes independent of the 
Department of Revenue. 

 

19 [Background Information: In the Governor’s November 1, 2017 letter to the Joint Budget Committee, 
he proposes legislation to transfer $2.1 million from the Marijuana Tax Cash Fund to the General 
Fund in FY 2017-18 to “offset an error in collecting the sales tax from marijuana businesses”.]  
 

a. Please describe the nature of the error that this proposal would address. Please include 
details concerning the timeframe involved and the basis for the proposed $2.1 million 
transfer. 
 

b. Please describe the role of marijuana businesses, if any, in correcting this tax collection error 
(e.g., through issuing refunds). 

 

Answer: There has been no error concerning the 2.9% sales tax collection on retail 
marijuana product or merchandise. All marijuana sales tax collections have been receipted 
correctly into the Marijuana Tax Cash Fund (MTCF). The Department consulted with the 
Governor’s office and the Attorney General’s office and the conclusion was that the 
Department's actions to date are consistent with the directives of existing statute therefore 
no transfer of funds is needed. The Governor’s January 2, 2018 budget amendment and 
supplemental request includes removal of the previously requested $2.1 million transfer. 
Below is the position statement produced by the AG’s Office: 

The Marijuana Tax Cash Fund, created by section 39-28.8-501, C.R.S., directs that the 
fund should consist of the following moneys: (a) a portion of the special retail 
marijuana sales tax as specified under section 39-28.8-203(1)(b), C.R.S., and (b) “any 
revenues transferred to the fund from any sales tax imposed pursuant to section 39-
26-106 on the retail sale of products under articles 43.3 and 43.4 of title 12, C.R.S.” § 
39-28.8-501(1), C.R.S. (emphasis added). 

The Department of Revenue (“Department”) has interpreted this language to include 
sales tax collected by medical marijuana centers and retail marijuana stores on 
products, such as apparel, that do not contain marijuana. Consequently, the 
Department has transferred all such sales tax revenues to the Tax Fund. 
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In consultation with the Attorney General’s office, we believe the Department’s approach 
has been correct and sales tax revenues from the sale of non-consumable items that do 
not contain marijuana should continue to be transferred to the Tax Fund.  

The most consistent, harmonious, and sensible interpretation of the applicable statutes 
requires the transfer of sales taxes collected on non-consumable products, sold at either 
a medical marijuana center or retail marijuana store, to the Tax Fund established in 
section 39-28.8-501, C.R.S.  Further, the Department believes changing this approach 
going forward would likely not be warranted without statutory change and would 
require a reprogramming of the existing tax software system, which would necessitate a 
fiscal note. The Department remains of the position that all sales tax revenues collected 
by medical marijuana centers or retail marijuana stores on sales of any product, 
whether or not the product contains marijuana, should continue to be transferred to the 
Tax Fund. 

 
20 Describe the factors that are driving the increases in state marijuana tax collections, and the factors 

that drive the Department’s projections of future increases in revenues. Please include any available 
information about changes in the percentage of the Colorado population that uses marijuana 
products and other usage pattern changes, and the impact that these usage patterns may be having 
on marijuana tax collections. 

Answer:  The marijuana enforcement division does not specifically collect or compile 
information on individual usage patterns. In the past, studies such as the MED Demand 
Study (https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/enforcement/marijuana-related-reports-studies), released in 
July 2014, evaluated survey data on marijuana usage, as well as population and tourism data 
to estimate state-wide demand trends and use projections.  The Demand Study is now being 
updated and that revised report will become available in early 2018.  It will incorporate 
updated population, tourism and industry data, and cite original survey data on usage, to 
show changes in demand in Colorado. 

Additionally, MED has published regular reports, including its Mid-Year and Annual 
Updates (https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/2017%20Mid-
Year%20Update%2012122017.pdf), which show consistent growth in the number of business 
and occupational licenses, number of plants being cultivated, and volume of marijuana sold 
to consumers each year. This reflects growth in the Commercial Regulated industry over the 
last four years and has resulted in increased sales and tax collection.   

Another possible factor that seems to be contributing to the increase in tax collections is the 
increase number of edible units sold. For example:  
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Calendar Year 2014 2015 2016 First half of 
2017 

Number of edible units 
sold (in millions) 4.8 7.5 9.4 5.2 

 
In general, the medical use and medical population seems to be leveling when compared to 
recent years; however, the leveling in medical has been more than offset by increases on the 
retail side.  The increases in the retail side are decelerating year-over-year, and for 
projection purposes, the applied assumption for the growth rate is to use half of the previous 
year’s growth rate to calculate future years.   

21 Are businesses that sell either medical or retail marijuana products required to pay federal 
corporate income taxes? If so, and in light of current federal law concerning marijuana, please 
describe the process used to pay these taxes. Further, please describe whether federal taxes apply 
differently to products that contain marijuana and products that do not contain marijuana (e.g., t-
shirts). 

Answer: Businesses that sell either medical or retail marijuana products are required to pay 
federal corporate income taxes and the “method” of filing/paying is essentially the same as 
any other federal income tax filer.  Federal taxes do not apply differently to products that 
contain marijuana or products that do not contain marijuana.   

Federally, businesses cannot deduct operating expenses related to marijuana sales. 

Section 280E of the federal tax code forbids businesses from recording tax deductions or 
credits for income associated with Schedule 1 and Schedule 2 substances as mentioned in the 
Controlled Substances Act, which considers Cannabis a Schedule 1 substance. The only 
deductions these businesses can claim are costs attributable to production activities, such as 
labor costs for things like seeding, planting, and cultivating. They can’t make any deductions 
attributable to general business activities or marketing activities because of 280E.   

 
22 Please describe the amount and percent of total marijuana-related state revenues (including taxes, 

fees, and fines) that is currently allocated for regulatory or law enforcement activities related to the 
legalization of marijuana. Specifically, please identify all FY 2017-18 appropriations from the 
Marijuana Tax Cash Fund, the Marijuana Cash Fund, or the Medical Marijuana Program Cash Fund 
that are primarily used to support state or local regulatory or law enforcement activities. 

Answer: Marijuana Cash Fund (MCF) - 
The FY 2017-18 annual appropriation for the MCF $24.9 million. Total revised revenue 
projected for license fees and fines for FY 2017-18 based on five months of actuals from July 
2017 – November 2017 is $13.9 million, of which 100% is allocated for regulatory and law 
enforcement activities within the Department of Revenue. 
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Marijuana Cash Fund (MCF) FY 2017-18 

Revenue $13.9 million 
Expenses  $14.9 million 
% of Revenue Allocated for            
Regulatory and Law Enforcement 100% 

 
Marijuana Tax Cash Fund (MTCF) - 
Total revised projected tax revenue for FY 2017-18 based on five months of actuals from July 
2017 - November 2017 is $262.9 million of which $1.6 million is allocated for regulatory and 
law enforcement activities within the Department of Revenue.  OSPB manages the 
appropriations to other agencies; therefore, OSPB is the best agency to identify those 
appropriations related to regulatory and law enforcement activities outside of the 
Department of Revenue. 
 
Medical Marijuana Program Cash Fund – 
CDPHE manages the Medical Marijuana Program Cash Fund; therefore, the agency can best 
answer the allocated amount dedicated to regulatory and law enforcement activities. 
 

23 [Background Information: Pursuant to Section 39-28.8-203 (1), C.R.S., the Department of Revenue is 
required to distribute ten percent of gross retail marijuana special sales tax revenue that it collects to 
local governments. This revenue is apportioned among local governments based on the percentage 
share of revenue that is collected within the boundaries of each city or town, or within the 
unincorporated area of each county.] Please detail the distributions the Department made from 
marijuana special sales tax revenues collected in FY 2016-17, by city, town, and county. Further, 
please provide any available information about how local governments are utilizing these 
distributions. 
 
Answer: The Department of Revenue (DOR) publishes monthly retail marijuana special 
sales tax revenue distribution reports on our website 
(https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/revenue/colorado-marijuana-tax-data). The monthly 
data is provided in both Microsoft Excel and PDF formats to allow a wide variety of 
Coloradans to easily utilize the information. DOR does not track or have any systematic, 
available information about how local governments are utilizing their retail marijuana 
special sales tax revenue. 
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ADDENDUM: OTHER QUESTIONS FOR WHICH SOLELY WRITTEN RESPONSES ARE REQUESTED PLEASE CHECK WITH 

CHRISTINA BEFORE YOU SEND OUT AGENDA TO DEPARTMENT FOR ANY LAST MINUTE COMMON 

ADDENDUM QUESTIONS.   

 
24 Provide a list of any legislation that the Department has:  (a) not implemented, or (b) partially 

implemented.  Explain why the Department has not implemented or has only partially implemented 
the legislation on this list. Please explain any problems the Department is having implementing any 
legislation and any suggestions you have to modify legislation.  
 
Answer: All 2017 legislation or portions of legislation with an implementation date 
of 12/31/17 or prior have been implemented or partially implemented.  CDOR continues its 
work to implement all other bills within the statutorily required implementation time 
frames. 
 
SB17-240 has been partially implemented. One section of SB17-240, Sunset Motor Vehicle 
Dealers Sales, regarding fingerprinting requirements, was delayed due to pending approvals 
from external parties. Fingerprint-based applications are scheduled to begin February 1, 
2018.  
 
This is due to several factors:  

• CDOR received final approval from the Colorado Bureau of Investigation (CBI) and 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on November 21, 2017. 

• CDOR received final approval from CBI related to the setting up an account to 
receive the fees. This approval came December 11, 2017. 

• Nothing could be done until these approvals were received. 
• The vendor has set up training on December 27, 2017. (The vendor would not train 

until CBI approval was finalized to transmit.) 
• The training and testing will be done during the month of January 2018.  
• CDOR will begin an educational effort after training for our licensees. CDOR will ask 

for assistance from the industry associations. 
• There will be a need for some slight modification to forms. 

 
CDOR plans to begin fingerprint- based applications on February 1, 2018. 
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25 Does the Department have any HIGH PRIORITY OUTSTANDING recommendations as identified in the 
"Annual Report: Status of Outstanding Audit Recommendations" that was published by the State 
Auditor's Office and dated June 30, 2017 (link below)? What is the Department doing to resolve the 
HIGH PRIORITY OUTSTANDING recommendations? Please indicate where in the Department’s 
budget request actions taken towards resolving HIGH PRIORITY OUTSTANDING recommendations 
can be found. 

http://leg.colorado.gov/audits/annual-report-status-outstanding-audit-recommendations-june-30-
2017 

Answer: The Department has one outstanding high-priority recommendation: "The 
Department of Revenue should maximize its use of Central Services for outgoing mail 
processing and warrant printing, and reallocate or eliminate staff that is currently 
performing this work."  This recommendation was originally made in September, 2011. This 
recommendation is documented as phase 4 of the DPA and DOR Pipeline Lean project. To 
date the agencies have evaluated the cost benefit calculations and business requirements. In 
order to fully address security and safeguard aspects unique to DOR for the printing and 
handling of Federal Tax Information, DOR and DPA are currently working together to draft 
a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for outgoing mail and print services. DOR 
anticipates a fully executed MOU by the end of January 2018 to close out this 
recommendation. 
 

26 If the Department receives federal funds of any type, please respond to the following: 

a. Please provide a detailed description of any federal sanctions or potential sanctions for state 
activities of which the Department is already aware.  In addition, please provide a detailed 
description of any sanctions that MAY be issued against the Department by the federal 
government during FFY 2017-18 or 2018-19. 

b. Are you expecting any changes in federal funding with the passage of the FFY 2017-18 or 2018-
19 federal budget?  If yes, in which programs, and what is the match requirement for each 
program?  

c. Does the Department have a contingency plan if federal funds are eliminated?  

Answer: The Department is not aware of any federal sanctions or potential sanctions of 
federal funds the Department receives. The Department is not expecting any changes in 
federal funding with the passage of the FFY 2017-18 or FFY 2018-19 federal budgets. 
Services associated with eliminated federal funds will not be provided. 
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27 Is the Department spending money on public awareness campaigns?  If so, please describe these 
campaigns, the goal of the messaging, the cost of the campaign, and distinguish between paid 
media and earned media. Further, please describe any metrics regarding effectiveness and whether 
the Department is working with other state or federal departments to coordinate the campaign?  

Answer: 

Division of Motor Vehicles - The Colorado Department of Revenue’s Division of Motor 
Vehicles (DMV) strategic plan to improve customer service and reduce office visit wait times 
is reliant upon increased adoption of online services.  

For the last two years, and continuing into the current fiscal year, the DMV initiated a 
marketing strategy to increase the awareness and use of online services for the purpose of 
decreasing the number of Colorado residents who need to visit DMV offices. The marketing 
campaign expanded from only driver services to both driver and vehicle services. A few of 
the online services highlighted included: online driver license and motor vehicle registration 
renewal, appointment scheduling, address changes, and International Registration Program 
(IRP). 

In February 2017, the DMV introduced 11 new online services with the implementation of 
the driver services portion of the Colorado DRIVES project. This year’s marketing efforts will 
continue to highlight previously existing services, but will also have a significant focus on 
introducing these new services to the public.  

The primary tagline of this campaign is “Skip the Trip” with a social media hashtag of 
#SkipTheTripCO.  

The campaign has utilized both unpaid and paid marketing techniques. Unpaid techniques 
include a redesign of the Colorado.gov/dmv homepage to make online services more 
prominent, posting on Department of Revenue and partner social media sites, and updating 
all online services to make them mobile-responsive and cohesive with the campaign. Paid 
marketing techniques include a media buy, printing and search engine optimization, and 
marketing. The budget for the FY 2017-18 campaign is $150,000. 

While the significantly increased customer use of online renewal services should not be 
attributed only to this marketing initiative, we are confident that this effort is contributing. 
Last year, the DMV experienced a 6 percent (31.2 percent in the last two years) increase in 
online driver license and identification card renewals and 13 percent (24 percent over the 
last two years) increase in online vehicle registrations. As one example of the impact this has 
in our offices, at an average per transaction time of 8:54, online driver license and 
identification card renewals saved our offices approximately 1.8 million minutes/30,000 
hours in FY 2016-17. 
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Taxation Division - The Taxation Division is spending $60,000 on a Non-commercial 
Supporting Announcement (NCSA) campaign on TV and radio stations in small, medium 
and major markets across Colorado to drive customers to the website for general 
information to help with voluntary compliance with state tax laws. The biggest benefit of 
NCSAs, in comparison to Public Service Announcements, is a partnership with the Colorado 
Broadcasters Association (CBA) the ensures statewide distribution, including placement 
during prime viewing/listening hours, and creative resources to produce the NCSAs. CBA 
will report the number of times each NCSA ran and times of day to calculate return on 
investment if the Division had bought these advertising times individually. The Division will 
also track the number of website visitors to featured sections of the website and length of 
calls to Tax Hotline to determine if customers are able to answer basic questions, so that tax 
examiners can help customers with more complex, account-specific issues. 

Enforcement Division - The Division of Gaming is working on a public awareness 
campaign to address underage gambling in Colorado casinos. The message behind this 
campaign is targeted to college-age students (ages 18-26), "In Colorado, 21 means 21. You 
will be arrested if you gamble or linger in a casino under the age of 21. It's not worth the 
gamble."  The campaign encompasses social media, Pandora/radio advertising, video, print 
collateral and earned media with the clear objective to reduce the number of underage 
violations in casinos. The Division is tracking a variety of metrics including earned media 
mentions, social media insights, Google analytics and Pandora/radio impressions with the 
ultimate measure of effectiveness being a decrease in underage violations in casinos. The 
Division is also working with the Colorado Gaming Association, casino industry and the 
Colorado Department of Transportation (through signage and social media) to coordinate 
this campaign.  

The total cost of this campaign equates to $10,000 (with majority of that cost being Pandora 
radio advertising).  

Lottery Division - The Lottery Division contributes $15,000 annually to the Problem 
Gaming Coalition of Colorado. The PGCC heads up various initiatives throughout the year to 
raise awareness.  The goal is to raise awareness state-wide and to provide resources for 
problem gaming habits.  

There is a Scholarship Contest for high school students that the PGCC promotes and decides 
on a winner in February every year. (Earned Media) 

The PGCC participates in the Addictive Disorders, Behavioral Health and Mental Health 
Symposium by sponsoring a booth every year. (Paid) 

On the back of all Lottery products the 24 Hour Helpline is provided. The PGCC contracts 
with Rocky Mountain Crisis Services to provide this service. (Paid) 
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March is Problem Gambling Awareness Month. This is where the $15,000 is mainly 
spent. (Earned) 

PGCC is planning a two-day educational series for service providers in March to raise 
awareness of services available and network. (Paid) 

28 Based on the Department’s most recent available record, what is the FTE vacancy and turnover rate 
by department and by division? To what does the Department attribute this turnover/vacancy? Do 
the statewide compensation policies administered by the Department of Personnel help or hinder in 
addressing vacancy or turnover issues?  

Answer: The Department of Revenue had a vacancy rate of 5 percent in FY 2016-17. This 
equated to 69.8 vacant FTE. The following tables outline the vacancy rate by division and the 
turnover rate by Agency for the Department of Revenue. 

Table 1: Vacancy Rate by Division 

  Budgeted FTE Actual FTE Vacancies Vacancy Rate 

EDO 153.7 145.7 8.0 5% 

Tax Business Group 404.2 375.4 28.8 7% 

DMV 490.5 499.9 -9.4 -2% 

Enforcement 264.9 228.5 36.4 14% 

Lottery 117.1 111.1 6.0 5% 

Total 1,430.4 1,360.6 69.8 5% 

  

The division with the highest vacancy rate is Enforcement, which is attributable primarily to 
the newly appropriated FTE in the marijuana enforcement division. The division is hiring for 
these positions, and plans to have all available FTE filled by the end of FY 2017-18. The 
marijuana enforcement division faces challenges in recruiting qualified applicants to fill 
their investigator positions and many entry-level administrative positions due to the 
complexity and unique challenges of the industry.  

The vacancy rate in the tax division is also higher than the Department average, due to the 
measured addition of tax auditing and compliance field audit FTE related to the enforcement 
of marijuana taxes. This program will expand as the industry matures and the need for 
additional auditing becomes necessary.  
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The division of motor vehicles was successful in over-hiring customer service staff in support 
of reducing wait times in public facing offices. Statewide compensation policies do not 
impact vacancy or turnover rates.   

The Department of Personnel and Administration provided a statewide response for 
turnover rates by department. 

29 Please provide an update on the Department’s status, concerns, and plans of action for increasing 
levels of cybersecurity, including existing programs and resources. How does the Department work 
with the Chief Information Security Office (CISO) in the Office of Information Technology (OIT)? Have 
your information technology infrastructure and policies been audited for cybersecurity capabilities? 
If so, was the audit completed by the legislative auditor or an outside entity? Do you have dedicated 
cybersecurity personnel? How do your cybersecurity staff interact with the CISO in OIT? What 
unique security issues does your Department have? Do you handle private or sensitive data? What 
unique cybersecurity processes or tools do you use to protect this data? 

Answer: The Office of Information Security, under the leadership of the state CISO, provides 
security governance, security architecture, risk management, compliance assessment 
support, and security operations functions for executive branch agencies (with a few 
exceptions, such as: CDE, Department of State, Department of Law, Lottery).  Agencies, 
except those mentioned as exceptions, do not have dedicated cybersecurity personnel.  

The Office of Information Security has inputted projects benefiting each Department into 
each Department’s 5-year plan, and worked to prioritize these projects. Examples include  
the Enterprise Firewall Refresh project, new quarterly security awareness training, two-step 
verification, and an enterprise security log collection and correlation engine. Additionally, 
the Office of Information Security, within OIT, produces a quarterly risk report card, in 
which they measure risk for each Department, and have specific goals set for reducing risk.  

Annually, the CISO develops an enterprise information security plan, utilizing input from 
the Governor’s goals, the 5 year plans for each department, and the OIT playbook.   The 
information security plan includes communication and information resources that support 
the operations and assets of each department. 

The Office of Information Security, within the Office of Information Technology (OIT) 
implements enterprise-wide security controls, meant to secure sensitive data for each 
department.  Some of these controls are: ensuring encryption is in place to secure data in 
transmission, utilizing Zix to encrypt sensitive data in email, implementing specific 
configuration and technologies to encrypt data in storage.  Additionally, OIT has 
implemented two-step verification to add a layer of protection to email, contacts, and data 
stored within G-Suite.  Each department implements additional procedures, such as 
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training, data retention and access control policies, at the department level to further protect 
and secure sensitive data.  These local security procedures augment technical controls 
implemented by OIT to enhance the department’s continued security health. 

OIT supports all of the audits that occur for each department.  OIT maintains a register of 
outstanding technology recommendations for each department, and works individually with 
the department to prioritize and secure funding to implement the recommendations.  In 
addition to performing remediation, OIT continues to implement controls and improve 
processes in an attempt to proactively (rather than reactively) improve security. 

30 What impact do the SMART Act and Lean processes have on your budget requests? Could they be 
used more effectively? 

Answer: The Performance Management plan is key to providing insight and guidance 
around the Department’s strategies to achieve desired outcomes that have been established 
by the Executive Director and the executive leadership team.   

This plan was developed by an employee committee that worked in conjunction with the 
Department’s executive leadership team to incorporate all aspects of the work the 
Department does, including taxation, lottery, enforcement, and motor vehicles.  During 
FY2016-17, the Department of Revenue’s Performance Management Plan tracked a total of 
30 operational measures that support the Department’s five strategic policy initiatives of 
customer service, fiduciary responsibility, statutory responsibility, employee satisfaction, 
and public confidence.  Four of these measures contributed to the governor’s goal of 
enhancing the customer experience through more efficient methods of customer service in 
the areas of driver license services, liquor business license processing and marijuana 
industry license issuance.   

DOR is unique in that through its services, it touches almost every resident of the state.  
Even though most customers are required to interact with the Department, e.g. to pay taxes 
or to obtain a license, Department staff strives to serve customers with respect.  Their goals 
are to resolve matters at first contact, to reduce the time it takes customers to interact with 
the Department, to educate the public on what is required to obtain the services needed, and 
to provide various ways for the Department’s customers to interact with the Department to 
obtain the services they need.  The Department continues to refine customer service 
processes based on the metrics provided through the Performance Management Plan.  
Tracking these metrics and objectives quarterly allows executive leadership to determine 
where additional resources are needed to meet the established goals, thereby fulfilling the 
Department’s strategic policy initiatives.  An annual review of the operational measures 
allows executive leadership to assess if the measure is still relevant or if the objective has 
been met and should be revised or replaced to better align with the goals the Department is 
striving to achieve through performance improvement and budget requests.  
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The Department’s FY2018-19 Decision Item R-01 is a request for funding to meet the 
contractual cost for hosting, maintenance, and support of the DRIVES enterprise solution.  
DRIVES is part of a comprehensive, multi-year strategic plan to improve DMV customer 
service and reduce wait times, to meet the goal included in the Governor’s Dashboard for 
Vision 2018 of Improving the DMV Customer Experience.  Customer service is one of the 
Department’s strategic policy initiatives and includes operational measures to track wait 
times in driver license offices.  Phase I of the DRIVES project was successfully launched in 
2017, which replaced the Driver License System.  The system used to issue driver licenses 
has a direct impact on the outcome of the wait time goals.  In order to continue to meet the 
goals in the driver license offices, proper maintenance and support of the system as 
requested in Decision Item R-01 is imperative.      

The Department’s FY2017-18 Performance Management Plan includes two new operational 
measures focused specifically on using customer feedback to enhance the customer 
experience in both the motor vehicle and taxation divisions.  These goals will assist 
leadership in establishing a baseline for customer feedback scores, track and increase 
customer feedback responses, and develop a closed-loop feedback system for customers to 
provide suggestions.  Department leadership can then use this feedback to improve 
processes and determine appropriate resources needed.   

31 Does your Department use evidence-based analysis as a foundation for your budget request? If so, 
please provide a definition for your use of “evidence-based,” indicate which programs are 
“evidence-based,” and describe the evidence used to support these programs.  

Answer: Definitions of evidence-based analysis might include: any concept or strategy that is 
derived from or informed by objective evidence, or a process for making decisions about a 
program, practice, or policy that is grounded in the best available research evidence and 
informed by experiential evidence from the field and relevant contextual evidence.   

In most cases, the Department of Revenue makes budget request decisions and 
recommendations only after careful consideration and analysis of all appropriate facts and 
data. In some cases, DOR uses estimates to predict outcomes. 
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32 Please identify how many rules you have promulgated in the past two years (FYs 2015-16 and 2016-
17). With respect to these rules, have you done any cost-benefit analyses pursuant to Section 24-4-
103 (2.5), C.R.S., regulatory analyses pursuant to Section 24-4-103 (4.5), C.R.S., or any other similar 
analysis? Have you conducted a cost-benefit analysis of the Department’s rules as a whole? If so, 
please provide an overview of each analysis.  

Answer: In 2016 and 2017, as of the report date of November 1, 2017, 396 rules were 
promulgated, including rules that were new, revised, repealed, or reviewed with no 
proposed change. 
 
In 2016 and 2017, no cost-benefit analyses, as described by Section 24-4-103(2.5), C.R.S., or 
regulatory analyses, as described by Section 24-4-103(4.5), C.R.S., were requested. 
 
The number above reflects rules that were completed or adopted in those years. Much of our 
report focuses on things that were ongoing at the time of the report. See detailed numbers 
below. 
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2017 Regulatory Report 

• 23 New Rules 
• 38 Potential New Rules (ongoing) 
• 1 New Rule – Process Terminated 
• 92 Revised Rules 
• 189 Potential Revised Rules (ongoing) 
• 3 Revisions – Process Terminated 
• 9 Repealed Rules 
• 14 Potential Repealed Rules (ongoing) 
• 14 Reviewed Rules (no change) 

2016 Regulatory Report 

• 35 New Rules 
• 13 Potential New Rules (ongoing) 
• 2 New Rule – Process Terminated 
• 187 Revised Rules 
• 74 Potential Revised Rules (ongoing) 
• 6 Revisions – Process Terminated 
• 28 Repealed Rules 
• 0 Potential Repealed Rules (ongoing) 
• 8 Reviewed Rules (no change) 

 

33 Describe the expected fiscal impact of proposed changes to PERA made by both the Governor’s 
Office and the PERA Board of Directors. In addition to direct budgetary impacts, please describe any 
anticipated secondary impacts of an increase in employee contribution rates. For instance, does the 
Department anticipate a need to increase employee salaries to compensate for the increase in PERA 
contributions?  

Answer: The proposed changes to PERA made by the PERA Board of Directors include a 2.0 
percentage point increase in employer contributions from 20.15% to 22.15%, which will have 
a direct budgetary impact on the Department.  DPA will provide a statewide estimate for this 
impact.  PERA’s proposal makes this change starting January 2020, thus it will affect the 
Department’s budget starting with FY 2019-20. The PERA Board proposal also includes a 
recommendation for contributions to be made on gross pay rather than net pay, which 
increases the salary base upon which the annual contribution is calculated for both 
employers and employees. This would have a direct impact on the Department’s budget as 
well as employee take-home pay. OSPB and DPA are looking into whether or not this impact 
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can be estimated, and if so, a statewide response will be provided by DPA. The PERA Board 
proposal also includes a 3.0 percentage point increase in employee contributions—from 8.0 
percent to 11.0 percent of pay—beginning in January 2020.  Without an increase in 
employee salaries, these changes would reduce take-home pay for state employees beginning 
in FY 2019-20. 

The Governor’s proposed changes to PERA will not have a direct budgetary impact on the 
Department, with the exception of maintaining the PERA Board’s recommendation for 
employee and employer contributions to be made on gross pay rather than net pay. As 
mentioned above, this would increase the salary base upon which the annual contribution is 
calculated for both employers and employees. OSPB and DPA are looking into whether or 
not this impact can be estimated, and if so, a statewide response will be provided by DPA.  \ 

The governor’s proposal includes a 2.0 percentage point increase in employee 
contributions—from 8.0 percent to 10.0 percent of pay—beginning in January 2019, a year 
earlier than the PERA proposal. The governor’s budget request includes an across-the-board 
salary survey increase of 3.0 percent for most state employees beginning July 1, 2018. With 
the proposed increase in employee contributions, this will average to a take-home pay 
increase of 2.0 percent for the fiscal year. The proposed salary survey increase results in an 
increase of $1.13 million total funds, and $463K general fund for FY 2018-19 for the 
Department. 

 

34 Senate Bill 17-267 required Departments, other than Education and Transportation, that submit 
budgets to OSPB to propose a budget that is 2.0 percent below the total funds budget in FY 2017-18. 
Please highlight the following regarding the 2.0 percent reduction: 

• Where these reductions can be found in the Department’s request; 
• What programs are impacted by the reduction; and 
• Total amount of the reduction. 

Answer: The Department is pleased to provide two, permanent and ongoing General Fund 
budgetary reductions totaling $1,816,425 following an extensive review of all appropriations.  

The first General Fund reduction is in the amount of $600,000 from the (3) Taxation 
Business Group (A) Administration Tax Administration IT System (GenTax) Support Long 
Bill line. There are no FTE affiliated with this amount. This budget was appropriated as a 
component of the Department’s FY 2015-16 supplemental/FY 2016-17 Budget Amendment, 
S-02/BA-01 Income Tax Refund Fraud. The Department and vendor were unable to reach 
an agreement during the negotiations so the service was not implemented. This $600,000 
General Fund appropriation has been restricted since the implementation never occurred; 
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therefore, the reduction would have no operational impact. This reduction equates to a 9 
percent reduction of the appropriation in this Long Bill line. 

The second General Fund reduction is for a total amount of $1,216,425 and is to be reduced 
from three separate Long Bill lines. The first line is (3) Taxation Business Group (D) Tax 
Conferee Personal Services for an amount of $1,035,000. The second and third lines are (1) 
Executive Director’s Office (B) Hearings Division Personal Services and Operating for an 
amount of $178,955 and $2,470 respectively. There are no FTE affiliated with any of these 
amounts. This appropriation was originally awarded through HB11-1300 for appraisal work 
related to Gross Conservation Easement. Since then, the majority of the workload related to 
Gross Conservation Easement has been completed and this appropriation for appraisal work 
is no longer needed. This budget has been restricted and this reduction would have no 
operational impact. This reduction equates to a 37 percent reduction of the tax conferee and 
a one percent reduction of the hearings division Long Bill appropriations. 

In the course of its statutory duties, the Office of State Planning and Budgeting complied 
with the provisions of S.B. 17-267. A provision of the bill required OSPB’s consideration of 
proposed two percent reductions for certain principal department budgets. OSPB found the 
process to be useful. In recommending the budget request, especially in the General Fund, 
while considering each department’s budget reduction items, OSPB also took into account 
the various pressures on spending and needs throughout the state. Additionally, S.B. 17-
267’s provisions informed decision-making in the request, in particular the recommendation 
for a decrease in the Budget Stabilization factor in the School Finance Act as well as the 
recommendation to increase the statutory reserve in the General Fund. With respect to the 
two percent target of General Fund spending as defined in the bill, these two items exceeded 
the suggested target. 

35 Please provide the following information for the Department’s custodial funds and continuously 
appropriated funds:  

• Name of the fund; 
• Amount of funds received; 
• Whether the revenues are one-time or multi-year; 
• Current cash fund balance; 
• Source(s) of the funds; 
• A list of FY 2015-16 and FY 2016-17 expenditures from these funds; 
• Expected uses of the funds in FY 2017-18 and FY 2018-19; and 
• Legal authorization and restrictions/limitations on the Department’s use of these funds. 

  
Answer: Please see spreadsheet on next page. 
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36 What is the Department’s process for engaging in (or disputing) federal land, environmental, 
jurisdictional, and/or water policy issues? How do you coordinate with other departments, the 
Governor’s Office, local governments, and/or citizens?  

  
Answer: The Taxation Division has a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that allows the 
Internal Revenue Service and the Colorado Department of Revenue to exchange taxpayer 
information for tax administration purposes.  We exchange large data files on all taxpayers 
annually, and upon request we exchange specific taxpayer information in accordance with 
our MOU.  Taxation, like all divisions of the Department of Revenue, reports to the 
Executive Director’s office on a weekly basis any contact with Senior Federal Officials in the 
Administration or US Congress, including meetings or primary communication, the purpose 
of the meeting/communication, the message that was shared, and any outcomes from the 
meeting/communication. 
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Background:
• More than 18 years of professional experience in the banking, private equity, real estate and not‐

for‐profit industries, with a heavy emphasis in financial analysis and organization management.
• Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration (Accounting) from the University of 

Colorado at Boulder's Leeds School of Business.
• Master of Business Administration, with emphasis in finance and economics, from the University 

of Chicago's Booth School of Business.

Executive Director
Michael S. Hartman

Leadership Philosophy:
• Delegation
• Empowerment
• Encouragement
• Accountability
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Operating Philosophy Expectations:
• Integrity is imperative to everything we do;
• Everything we do is done with our customers' 

and employees' best interest at the center of 
the decision making process;

• Bad news must travel fast;
• Treat each other with trust and respect; and
• Try to find a way to "yes".
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OurMISSION
Our mission is to provide quality service to our 

customers in fulfillment of our fiduciary and statutory 
responsibilities while instilling public confidence 
through professional and responsive employees.

5

Our VISION
To become the premier Department of Revenue known 
for its outstanding customer service, innovation, and 

dedicated employees.



Business Units Overview
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Colorado 
Department of 

Revenue

Taxation   
Division

Executive 
Director’s 
Office

Division of 
Motor 
Vehicles

Colorado 
Lottery 
Division

Enforcement 
Division

Liquor & Tobacco

Racing

Gaming

Marijuana

Auto Industry



FY2017‐18 Appropriation
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$0 $100,000,000 $200,000,000 $300,000,000

Total Funds: $356,374,947
1,437.2 FTE

Cash Funds
$241,710,307

General Funds
$107,595,006

Re‐Appropriated 
Funds

$6,245,246

Federal Funds
$824,388



FY2017‐18 Budget by Division
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$56,645,136
273.0 FTE

Enforcement 
Division

$51,024,345
490.9 FTE

Division of Motor 
Vehicles

$72,764,454
153.7 FTE
Executive 

Director's Office

$72,227,601
402.5 FTE

Taxation Division

$98,320,468
117.1 FTE

Lottery Division

$5,392,943
0 FTE

Information 
Technology 
Division

27.6%

20.3%

20.4%14.3%

15.9%

1.5%
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2. DMV OPERATIONS AND 
DRIVES PROJECT
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DMV Operations



FY15 = 1,391,965
FY16 = 1,360,820 (‐2%)
FY17 = 1,483,164 (+9%)

Image‐Bearing Document Production 
Volume by Month



Focus Group ‐ Docs per day; 
Wait time; Duration
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DRIVES Project Overview
• Colorado Driver’s License Record Identification Vehicle Enterprise Solution 

(DRIVES) will consolidate driver and vehicle services into one streamlined 
solution

• Part of a comprehensive, multi‐year strategic plan to improve customer 
service.

• System will be used by 1,941 
state and county employees 
and 139 separate organizations.

• Executive Level Governance ‐
Steering Committee / County 
Governance 

• DRIVES is a two‐phased 
(rollout) project.
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DRIVES Enhancements
Customer Service Enhancements
 More e‐Services available to the customer
 Checklist of documents to bring to the DMV prior to being 

seen
 Ability to complete multiple transactions at the DMV 

simultaneously

Efficiency & Ease‐of‐Use Enhancements
 Multiple areas of the system can be open by the Technician concurrently
 Less memorization required to navigate 
 Efficient transactional workflow
 Multiple ways to search for data 
 Less data entry but when required, it is more efficient
 Built‐in Help Manager to assist Technician
 An integrated cashiering, accounting, and finance system
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DRIVES is a two‐phased project. DRIVES Rollout 1 was completed February 
2017 to replace the 1995 Driver’s License System (DLS) and supporting 
systems. 

DRIVES Rollout 2 is ON SCHEDULE for August 2018 and will replace  the 1980’s 
Colorado State Title and Registration System (CSTARS).

DRIVES Rollout 2
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The New Look
Prior to DRIVES, DOR used an outdated 1980’s DOS system referred to as 
CSTARS for titles and registration. 

CSTARS DRIVES
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Multiple Training Strategies in 
Partnership with the Counties

Mobile Regions

Centralized Hybrid

Training 
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Lessons learned have been applied from Rollout 1
Computer‐based sessions for all users
72 Multi‐day classroom sessions 
Train‐the‐trainer/office mentors
Subject matter experts on location for roll‐out
Hands‐on “live” system sandbox for practice
Demos at Colorado County Clerk Association  
Winter and Spring Conferences

Training Plan Key Points
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Training Plan Level of Effort

64

72
140
1,650
8,635

Employees/end‐users 
trained

On‐location sessions

Counties had demos ‐
Traveling Road Shows

Miles traveled

Hands‐on classroom 
sessions
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Financial Overview
As of November 30, 2017

FY 2017‐18
YTD Expenditures

$9,171,282 
10%

FY 2017‐18 
Projected 

Remaining Spend
$13,758,516 

15%

Total Project  
Budget Remaining

$39,561,716 
42%All Prior Year 

Expenditures
$30,880,486 

33%

DRIVES
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Project Spending Status

Spending will accelerate during rollout 2 with extensive outreach and 
training efforts as well as milestone/project completion payments to 
the vendor. 

FY 2014‐15

FY 2015‐16 FY 2016‐17 FY 2017‐18 (projected) Remaining

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Spending by Fiscal Year

The overall project continues to be 
ON‐TIME and ON‐BUDGET.
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3. FY 2018‐19 BUDGET
DECISION ITEMS
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FY 2018‐19 FY 2019‐20 
and Thereafter

FTE Cash Funds Cash Funds

‐ $2,600,000 $6,240,000

To meet the contractual cost for 
hosting, maintenance, and support of 
the DRIVES enterprise solution which 
is performed by the vendor

R‐01 Driver License, Record, Identification, 
Vehicle Enterprise Solution (DRIVES)
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FY 2018‐19 and Thereafter

FTE Total Funds General Fund Cash Funds

‐ $63,551 $1,177 $62,374

To meet the contractual cost for the 
volume and frequency of deposits 
being transported

R‐02 Armored Car Services
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FY 2018‐19 and Thereafter

FTE Total Funds General Fund Cash Funds

‐ $4,028,785 $ ‐ $4,028,785

R‐03 Lottery Retailer and Vendor Fees 

To meet the defined structure for retailer and 
vendor commissions and fees that directly correlate 
to high volume consumer ticket sales during mega 
jackpots
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To have adequate spending 
authority for investigators to 
travel to festivals and events 
across the state with the goal 
of preventing the sale and 
consumption of alcohol by 
minors

FY 2018‐19 and Thereafter

FTE Total Funds General Fund Cash Funds

‐ $43,734 $ ‐ $43,734

R‐04 Liquor Enforcement Operating
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To accurately reflect FTE and costs 
in the Long Bill. This net‐zero 
realignment will allow for all costs 
to consistently be allocated 
through the indirect cost model.

FY 2018‐19 and Thereafter

FTE Total 
Funds

General
Fund

Cash 
Funds

Reappropriated
Funds

‐ $ ‐ $ 1,908 $ (80,432) $ 78,524

R‐05 Enforcement Business Group 
Re‐alignment
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General Fund budgetary reduction for an annual subscription service that 
is offered by the current vendor who supports the GenTax system. 
Negotiations were not successful and this add‐on service was never 
implemented.

FY 2018‐19 and Thereafter

FTE Total Funds General Fund Cash Funds

‐ $ (600,000) $ (600,000) $ ‐

The Department continues to support this as a valuable service. If 
an alternative solution can be found, funds may be requested in 
the future.

R‐06 Budgetary Reduction
GenTax Subscription Service
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General Fund budgetary reduction for contracted services that was 
awarded through HB 11‐1300  to assist in the case work for Gross 
Conservation Easement. The large majority of this work has concluded 
and the funds are no longer needed.

FY 2018‐19 and Thereafter

FTE Total Funds General Fund Cash Funds

‐ $ (1,216,425) $ (1,216,425) $ ‐

R‐07 Budgetary Reduction
Gross Conservation Easement
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FY 2018‐19
FY 2019‐20 

and Thereafter

FTE Amount Amount

R‐1 DRIVES System Support and Maintenance ‐ $ 2,600,000 $ 6,240,000

R‐2 Armored Car Service ‐ $ 63,551 $ 63,551

R‐3 Lottery Retailer and Vendor Fees ‐ $ 4,028,785 $ 4,028,785

R‐4 Liquor Enforcement Division ‐ $ 43,734 $ 43,734

R‐5 Enforcement Business Group Realignment ‐ $ ‐ $ ‐

R‐6 REDUCTION – GenTax Subscription Service ‐ $ (600,000) $ (600,000)

R‐7 REDUCTION – Gross Conservation Easement ‐ $ (1,216,425) $ (1,216,425)

Summary of DOR Budget Requests
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FY 2018‐19 GF
Amount

CF
Amount

RF
Amount

Total Funds

R‐1 DRIVES System Support and 
Maintenance ‐ $ 2,600,000 ‐ $ 2,600,000

R‐2 Armored Car Service $ 1,177 $ 62,374 ‐ $ 63,551

R‐3 Lottery Retailer and Vendor Fees ‐ $ 4,028,785 ‐ $ 4,028,785

R‐4 Liquor Enforcement Division ‐ $ 43,734 ‐ $ 43,734

R‐5 Enforcement Business Group 
Realignment $ 1,908 $ (80,432) $ 78,524 $ ‐

R‐6 REDUCTION – GenTax Subscription 
Service $ (600,000) ‐ ‐ $ (600,000)

R‐7 REDUCTION – Gross Conservation 
Easement $(1,216,425) ‐ ‐ $ (1,216,425)

Total All Requests by Fund $ (1,813,340) $ 6,654,461 $ 78,524 $ 4,919,645

Summary of Requests by Fund
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FY 2018‐19 BUDGET 
AMENDMENTS
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FY 2018‐19 FY 2019‐20 and Thereafter

FTE Cash Funds FTE Cash Funds

21.0* $1,136,585 21.0* $1,383,262 

Ongoing cash fund spending 
authority is needed to support the 
DRIVES system and DMV operations 
after the completion of the DRIVES 
project in August 2018.

*Not all FTE are new FTE to the state:
8 FTE are being reassigned from OIT to DOR

BA – 01 DRIVES Production Support
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Positions will support the business operation, system testing, 
user training, and financial management of the system

Long Bill Appropriation FTE Amount

Personal Services (including POTS) 21.0 $1,721,237

Offsetting transfer of OIT resources to DOR (8.0) $(633,687)

Offsetting reduction in DOR Information Technology 
Division for personal services no longer needed ‐ $(442,688)

Total new FTE being requested 13.0 $644,862

Personal Services Portion of BA‐01
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Description Amount

NCOA & IMB Processing – electronic address data service $27,000

AAMVA – state‐to‐state verification service $317,658

Operating for FTE $63,145

Vehicles for training $26,460

Leased Space $183,777

OIT Circuits $23,275

Offsetting savings in postage due to NCOA service $(149,592)

Total operating spending authority being requested $491,723

Operating Portion of BA‐01
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Long Bill Appropriation FTE Amount

Personal Services (including POTS) 21.0 $644,862

Operating  $ 491,723

Total for BA‐01 21.0 $ 1,136,585

Combined Amount Being Requested for 
BA‐01 DRIVES Production Support
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FY 2018‐19 FY 2019‐20 and Thereafter

FTE Cash Funds FTE Cash Funds

10.0 $770,610 10.0 $641,639

Cash fund spending authority is being requested for a 
secondary Driver License Office (DLO) location in 
Westminster to provide expanded office space and 
extended hours  to better serve customers in the north‐
metro area and specifically alleviate volume and pressure 
of the Northglenn office.

BA – 02 Division of Motor Vehicles Staffing
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• In FY 2017‐18 the Department was appropriated $88,870 for 
leased space to address overcrowding and increasing 
demand at the Northglenn Driver License Office (DLO) by 
expanding the square footage at the current location. 

• Negotiated options with the landlord proved to be cost 
prohibitive.

• An alternative solution is to open a secondary office 
location in the north‐metro area to alleviate the volume in 
the Northglenn office.

• While the on‐going leased space appropriation is adequate, 
additional staffing is required for a second office.

Background
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Long Bill Appropriation FTE FY 2018‐19 FTE
Annualized 

FY 2019‐20 and 
Thereafter

Personal Services 
(including POTS)

10.0 $ 573, 675 10.0 $ 573,675

Operating $196,935 $67,964

TOTAL 10.0 $770,610 10.0 $641,639

Combined Amount Being Requested for 
BA‐02 DMV Staffing
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• The increased cash fund spending authority is 
sustainable based on the current fee structure and 
available fund balances for a forecast period of 5 
years.

Financial Sustainability of 
BA‐01 and BA‐02
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4. FY 2018‐19 LEGISLATIVE ITEMS
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2018 Legislative Initiatives

Align Colorado Tax 
Collection Procedures 
with IRS Procedures

Create Equivalencies 
for Medical Marijuana 
Products with the 

Retail Marijuana Code

Marijuana Licensing 
Requirements for 
Court Appointed 

Receivers

Establishment of a 
Liquor Renewal 
Application Fee & 
Online Renewal

Require Fingerprinting 
of Individuals Who 
Access Federal Tax 

Information 
(Align with IRS Publication 

1075)
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1075 Background Check

Require Fingerprinting of Individuals Who Access 
Federal Tax Information.

Compliance with IRS Publication 1075
Affects multiple state departments
Governor set aside $258,000 in his budget request 
for this change

Requesting this bill be sponsored by JBC 
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5. FOLLOW‐UP ITEMS

• Federal Tax Code Changes 
• Lottery Proceeds and Distributions
• Severance Tax Update
• Marijuana Tax Cash Fund
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Federal Tax Code Changes

• Preliminary estimated impact to Colorado state revenue
• Overall net revenue increase after factoring in component 
changes

• Still many unknowns that could cause high volatility and 
result in material differences to the model

(Millions of Dollars*)

*Totals may not add due to rounding
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Constitutional Lottery Proceed 
Distribution

Pursuant to Article XXVII, Section 3 of the Colorado Constitution, 
the Net Proceeds of the Colorado Lottery are set aside, 
allocated, allotted and continuously appropriated as follows:

(I) Forty percent to the Conservation Trust Fund;
(II) Ten percent to the Division of Parks and Wildlife;
(III) Fifty percent to the Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO) 

Trust Fund up to $35M measured in 1992 dollars 
($64.5M in 2017); and

(IV)Any amount in excess of the GOCO cap shall be allocated 
to the General Fund.
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Statutory Lottery Proceed 
Distribution

Public School Capital Construction Colorado Assistance Fund 
(CCA)–Building Excellent Schools Today (BEST) Program

• Any proceeds money beyond the GOCO cap is directed by 
Section 24‐43.7‐104(2)(b)(III), C.R.S. to the Colorado 
Department of Education’s Public School Capital 
Construction Assistance Fund and is used to address health 
and safety issues in K‐12 public schools. 

• In FY 2016‐17, $2.3 million was distributed to improve 
conditions at some of Colorado’s under‐funded schools.
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Lottery Proceed Distribution
FY 2016‐17



DOR collects Severance Tax revenue and processes normal 
refund activity throughout the month.

1. Total Monthly Revenue
2. (‐) Total Monthly Refunds
3.                (=) Monthly Amount to be Distributed

Severance Tax Basics



Amount to be Distributed 

50% DOLA 50% DNR

Severance Tax Distributions
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Since the Supreme Court Opinion:
1. DOR has conducted multiple rounds of 

stakeholder workshops involving industry and 
other State agencies to acquire feedback on 
taxpayer intentions

2. DOR estimated potential refunds related to the 
case in the amount of ~$120M

OSPB and LCS economists project 
revenue for this industry

Severance Tax Recap
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Volatile and Unpredictable
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*Of the $126M in refunds in FY 2016‐17, $110M was paid from the General Fund and $16M was paid from severance tax 
collections. So there were actually $103M of severance tax collections that were distributed. See slide 57 for more detail.
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• Overall industry production
• Commodity price of oil and natural gas
• Are all companies still in existence?
• Do these companies plan to file amended 

returns? If so, when?
• Have companies already been taking the ROI and 

NERF deductions?

Contributing Factors to the 
Unpredictability
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• The Department has no knowledge of potential 
claims until the taxpayers file a return.

• Therefore there is no way to accurately estimate:
– potential monetary impact or;
– timing of refunds

• Returns could be processed in FY 2017‐18 and 
beyond as taxpayers submit returns.

Timing of Refunds
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Example – Timing of Ad Valorem Credit

1. At the county level, the assessment rate used to calculate property 
tax includes an ad valorem factor calculated as 87.5% of oil and gas 
production. 

2. Depending on the county mill rates and other factors, the amount of 
actual tax attributable to ad valorem can vary. (Note: In the 
following example, the amount of tax attributable to ad valorem is 
equal to 10% of production.)

3. The ad valorem credit is based on taxes assessed during the taxable 
year in the case of accrual basis taxpayers OR paid during the taxable 
year in the case of cash basis taxpayers. In the case of cash basis 
taxpayers this can result in a lag where the ad valorem tax credit 
generated by a given year’s production is not available until 
effectively two years after the year the production was generated.
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Example – Timing of Ad Valorem Credit
(continued)

4. If a well experiences volatility in production, this can dramatically 
affect severance tax collections. For example, a well may initially 
produce large volumes in its first several years but then production 
can decline rapidly. A taxpayer may not have any ad valorem credit 
in the early high‐production years (particularly if they use a cash‐
based accounting system). Therefore, a taxpayer may be paying a 
large amount of both ad valorem tax and state severance tax during 
those initial years. However, once the ad valorem credit is available 
it is possible that the relatively high credit may be taken against a 
year with much lower production. In cases such as these it is not 
unusual for a taxpayer to have zero severance tax liability after the 
credit.
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Example – Timing of Ad Valorem Credit
(continued)

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Total oil and gas production  $2,000,000 $1,000,000 $500,000

Ad valorem county tax calculation
(to be assessed in the following 
year)

$ (200,000) $ (100,000) $ (50,000)

Ad valorem county tax assessment N/A $ (200,000) $ (100,000)

Ad valorem county tax paid N/A N/A $ (200,000)

State total net gross oil & gas 
income $2,000,000 $1,000,000 $500,000

State severance tax due on above 
(at 5% tax rate) $100,000 $50,000 $25,000

Ad valorem credit (87.5% of paid 
tax) None available None available $ (175,000)

Severance tax due $100,000 $50,000 NONE

This example shows the development and life cycle of a primary well can cause extreme volatility in tax collections.  
A well can often experience large productivity in the first one or two years, then production can decrease 
dramatically.  The example assumes a company with a single new well using a cash basis accounting system. It also 
assumes the county in question assesses ad valorem tax in the year following the relevant production.
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Example‐Impact of BP Opinion on Severance Tax deductions

Prior to BP 
Decision

Potential Return 
under new Guidance

Gross revenue $1,000,000 $1,000,000

Allowed deductions (new guidance 
increases the allowable deductions) $ (100,000) $ (300,000)

Taxable income $ 900,000 $ 700,000

State severance tax due (at 5% rate) 
prior to ad valorem credit $ 45,000 $ 35,000

Ad valorem deduction $ (30,000) $ (30,000)

State Severance tax due $ 15,000 $ 5,000

Note: The change in the amount of allowed deductions is not meant to be representative of 
the effect across the industry.
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Recap of Severance Tax Activity 
FY 2016‐17

Amounts in 
Millions

A Revenue $ 119.3

Refunds

B Refunds covered by Severance Tax revenue 
(Capped at 15% by SB 16‐218) $ (15.9)

C Refunds covered by GF 
(only applicable for FY 2016‐17) $ (110.6)

D Total Refunds (B+C) $ (126.5)

E Amount distributed (A‐B) $ 103.4



Amount Distributed 
$ 103.4 million

Colorado Energy Office
$ 1.5 million

50% DOLA
$ 50.97 million

50% DNR
$ 50.97 million

Severance Tax Distributions
FY 2016‐17

Final year for this 
legislative transfer
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• Of the $126.5 million in total FY 2016‐17 refunds, 
the majority was related to ad valorem and other 
credits, NOT the Supreme Court Opinion

• Shared with state stakeholders and with the JBC 
during the August 1, 2016 presentation and the 
update memo dated September 20, 2016

The Department has not materially changed the 
original refund estimate related to the Supreme 
Court Opinion of approximately $120 million

FY 2016‐17 Refunds
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• Of the original ~$120 M estimate, $72.5 M remains 
a possibility.
– $15.5 M is a known amount being processed by the 
Conferee’s office

– $25 M of potential refunds is currently under audit
– $32 M is estimated for potential amended return 
activity. This is the amount that has the lowest level 
of certainty.

• This update was shared via a November 2017 
memo to state agency stakeholders, DOLA, DNR, 
OSPB, and LCS.

Current Status
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Severance Tax Activity 
FY 2017‐18 As of November 30, 2017

Amounts in 
Millions

A Revenue $ 65.5

B Refunds $ (47.4)

C Amount distributed $ 18.1

Distributions

DOLA $ 9.04

DNR $ 9.04

Total Distributions $ 18.1
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Ongoing Communication

The Department is committed to ongoing communication to 
update stakeholders as new information is acquired.

• Continue sending the monthly financial summary to DOLA, 
DNR, OSPB, and LCS 

• Sent a status update memo to all stakeholders in November 
2017 followed by an in‐person meeting to discuss the 
information

• All stakeholders have committed to meeting at least 
quarterly for updates and discussions
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Marijuana Tax Cash Fund
Cash Flow
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Marijuana Tax Cash Fund
Appropriations

• These resources are appropriated to many state 
agencies for marijuana related activities including 
education, law enforcement, and testing 

• Appropriations are managed by Office of State 
Planning & Budgeting with approval from the General 
Assembly during the annual budget development 
process



Thank You
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Responses to JBC Additional Questions 
 
 

From: Department of Revenue 
RE: Responses to questions from the JBC briefing 

 
1.a) How is the DOR spending the total $1.5 million for the FY 2017-18 through direct and indirect 
costs? 
 
Answer: $1,268,464 are direct costs and include employee salaries, equipment, manuals, office supplies, 
translator fees and document production fees; $277,053 are indirect costs and include Department of 
Revenue (DOR) management, Division of Motor Vehicle (DMV) management and lease space. 
 
1.b) What are direct and indirect costs to run the Aurora Office as a renewal only office? 
 
Answer: Projected revenue for issuing SB251 documents at the Aurora office is $703,490. This revenue 
fully supports the expenses incurred for this program in operating the Aurora office. $227,434 are direct 
costs and include employee salaries, equipment, manuals, office supplies, translator fees and document 
production fees; $69,598 are indirect costs and include DOR management and DMV management. The 
total number of SB251 appointments scheduled daily are factored into the overall apportionment of the 
indirect costs.  Of the overall number of SB251 appointments available, Aurora schedules 25% of the 
appointments, Westgate schedules 45%, Grand Junction schedules 15% and Colorado Springs 15%.   
 
1.c) When is the 66,000 appointment cap anticipated to be reached (Month Year)?  
 
Answer: We anticipate that the appointment cap will be reached in January 2019. This date is based on 
first-time appointments when an identification document (i.e., ID card, permit or driver license) is issued 
to an applicant. Renewals are not factored into this calculation. 
 
1.d) How does the demand for the renewals currently impact the anticipated rate in which the cap will 
be reached? 
 
Answer: Renewals are not included in the calculations that determine when the cap will be reached. 
However, if one office was not issuing renewal documents and only issued documents to new applicants 
then the throughput for new issuance would accelerate by approximately 15 appointments per day, 
causing us to reach the cap three months sooner than currently projected. 
 
1.e) How are initial appointments currently being interpreted by the Department of Revenue? 
 
Answer: Initial appointments are interpreted as, “first-time appointments with an identification 
document (i.e., ID card, permit or driver license) issued.” This interpretation is provided by the JBC 2017 
Request for Information contained in the Appropriations Report for Fiscal Year 2017-18 (Department of 
Revenue RFI 1, page 615). The previous initial appointment interpretation was, “first-time appointments 
served” regardless of whether an identification document was issued. Prior to the recent JBC 
interpretation update, the Department estimated that the 66,000 appointment cap would be met in 
May 2018. 
 
1.f) What is the current formula used to determine the fees for SB251 identification documents? 



 
Answer: The current fees were determined by dividing the total costs associated with the SB251 
program by the number of documents issued.  This formula includes all direct costs (e.g., salaries, 
equipment, manuals, office supplies, translator fees and document production fees) and indirect costs 
(DOR management, DMV management and lease space) associated with the issuance of SB251 
identification documents and was prepared by Fiscal Choice Consulting LLC on February 24, 2015.  
 
1.g) Is there a difference in how this formula affects renewal identification documents? 
 
Answer: No. 
 
2.a) Thus far, we see a 30% decline rate online for using info from DMV to update voter registration and 
a 70% decline rate in person.  It’s important to note that the in person rates are certainly better than 
under the old system, but clearly there need to be some improvements. There are some improvements 
to the way this interaction is presented by the DMV clerks that need to be implemented by both of the 
contractors who work with DMV; FAST for the DRIVES system itself and Gemalto for the track 
pad.  What is the timeline for the contractors being able to implement the technical changes? Are either 
of those contract coming up for review or renewal and if so, when? 
 
Answer: The timeline to implement technical changes began in July 2017, and we anticipate completion 
in April 2018. Since July 2017, the DMV has collaborated closely with the Office of the Secretary of State 
(SOS), DRIVES, Gemalto and other stakeholders, and has progressed in making changes to the online 
voter registration question language, as well as in-office changes that the SOS believes are more 
customer-friendly and will increase the number of registrations.  The first renewal for the FAST 
Enterprises contract is 6/30/2019 and the Gemalto contract is up for renewal on 10/31/2021. 
 
2.b) There are many efficiencies being created with the DRIVES system to improve how updated 
information is used related to updating voter registration.  Apparently the DMV provides the SOS nightly 
updates of this information.  Are there any improvements to the communication between the DMV and 
SOS to occur to make this process more efficient and effective? 
 
Answer: Yes. The DMV currently sends two files daily and one file monthly to the SOS to improve 
information flow and to make processes more efficient and effective. The first daily file provides 
information regarding Temporarily Lawfully Present (TLP) and Non-lawfully Present (NLP) customers 
served at the DMV. This file provides information to the SOS that helps ensure TLP/NLP customers are 
not included with registered voters. The second daily file provides the SOS with information for all 
eligible US citizens who opted to update their voter registration information with the DMV. The SOS 
provides this information to applicable counties so that they can update their records. The monthly file 
provided to the SOS is a roll-up of TLP/NLP customer information that the SOS uses to ensure these 
customers are excluded from voter registration records. Additionally, the DMV and SOS are 
collaborating to add further enhancements, which may include:  

- Real-time updates of voter records, address updates, statewide address library match to SCORE 
residence, determination of county of residence, transmission of date voter moved to current 
address, citizen status, flag new voter Y/N or data update 

- Ability for voters to change their data via e-services  
- Change of address update to SOS in order to ensure that SOS has the most current and up-to-

date address of all constituents in real time  



- SOS signature return from DRIVES rather than Gemalto. This will eliminate a file transfer and 
create greater efficiency when sending information to SOS. 


